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Satisfaction Guaranteed.
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hour at the mills, its uniform quality is guaranteed.
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with it after a fair trial,

faulty

dealer will refund your
money.

SOUTH PARI*.

Nichols St..

ITATE OF MAINE.
quickly absorbed.
Suit Relief at Once.
PCBLIC NOTICE.
I" cl- aii-e*, soothes,
h-·».·. aud protects
In conformity with the provision* of Chapter
the ili-^etweil mem·
42 of the Public I.nws of eighteen hundred and
nlntty-ulne, an>l upon the petition of live or
l>r*.i! resulting from
more citizens of the State, an<l deeming It for the
Cf rb and drivée
bent interest of the State, the Commissioners of
λ-χλχ û Cold in the
InUml Fisheries an-l Game, after due notice to
ail persou» Interested In the i-ui'Ject matter of
l quickly. Kethe *al I petition, and public bearing thereon In
e'ur η the Senses of
th locality to be affected, and deeming It ueccsTm' tj and Swell. Full size Γ>0 et·».. at Drug- sary and proper for the protection ana preeervatlsh of the State, hereby ad >pt
get·» or by mail. In liquid form, 75 cents. tlon of the Inland
the following needful Kules an<( Regulations reEly Brothers, 50 Wamu Street, New Vork. lating to the times and p acer In which and the
it

HAY FEVER

Ï. W. CIIWDIitlt,

Builders' Finish !
! w! rurnleh DOOBS anil WINDOWS of any
SUe or ?tyle at reasonable price·.

Aiso Window A Door Frames.
If la want of any kln-t of Finish for InsMe ο»
Mil te work, semi In your orders. Ptne Lum
'jer and 3kln*lee ou hand Cheap for Cash.
1

Planing, Sawing and Job Work
Matched 1'lne

K.
fest

W.

Sheathing for Sale.

iHi.UDLKK,

Sumner,

Maire.
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Section 1 Stony Brook and and all Its tributaries situated In Purls and Hebron are hereby
closed to all Ashing for any kind of ti->b, except
on Tuesdays and Ftldavs of each week, from
May flrst to October lirst of each year until May
Urst, la 13.
On Tuesday· and Fridays when It
Section 3
1* lawful to flsh In till* brook and Its tributaries
to
section one of these rule· and réguaccording
lations, no persou shall catch more than 30 fl-h
In any one day from thU brook or any of its
tributaries.
Dated this Fourth day of May. A. D. 1900.

T. CAKLETON, Chairman.
W. BK ACKETT,
E. KING,
Inland Fisheries and Game.
Section 37, Chapter 33, of the Revised Statute·:
W hoever flidie· for, take·, catches, kill· or destroys any Inland flsh, In any manner or at any
time, to violation of any of the rule· and regulation· of .the commissioner· of Inland flsheiles
and game, made and promulgated In conformity
with the provisions of this chapter, phall be
punished In the same manner and to the same
extent a» Is provided for by law for the Illegal
taking, catching, killing or destroying any such
Inland dsh
Whoever willfully mutilates, deSection 3*.
faces or ":e»tn>y· any notice, rule or regulation
of the commissioners of Inland fisheries and
game, poste· 1 In conformity with the provisions
of his chapter, shall be punUhed by a flue not
exceeding Arty dolltr·, to be recovered by comptait or Indictment; and one half of said Une
30 22
•hail be paid to the prosecutor.
L.
J.
£.
Commissioners of
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expert Watch-

with Bigelow,
Kennard it Co., Boston.

maker

All Work
Qiuraoteed.
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but it pays to walk.
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With Dr. t'armenter, Norway, Maine.
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Dr. King's

New Discovery

FOR C8ûgr

JSh.

i"l> *U THROAT AND LUIW THOU BLES.
GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
OH MONEY REFUNDED.
We Do all Kinds of....
JOB PRINTING.
Atwood 4 Forte* South Pari·.

For Sale at Your Grocer'»

N. D. Bolster & Co.

teamsiiip Company.

Portland Division.
FIRST CLASS FARE

fl.OO.

STATEROOMS fl.OO.

S^amships "(Governor Dingley" or
'Governor Cobb" leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, week days only at7 P. m.,
for Boston.
Returning
Union Wharf, Boston,
only, at 7 p.m., for Portland.

Leave

lays

Through tickets

on

railroad stations.

Freight
J. F

rates

as

low

sale at
as

week

principal

other lines.

LISCOMB, General

Agent,

Portland, Me.

STATE OF MAINE.

are

Optician tad Specialist

ANSTED * BURK COUPANT. MUkn.
SpriarficM. Ohio

circumstance» under which Inland tie h may be
taken lu the waters of Stony Brook, and a'l its
tributaries situated In Paris and Hebron.
Rule· und Regulation·.

Pl'BLIC NOTICE.
In conformity with tbe provisions of Chapter
42 of the Public l.aw* of eighteen h u mi re· I anil
ninety nine, ana upon the petition of five or
f the State, anil deeming H for
more citlzei.-*
the best Interest ol the state, (he Comnrealoners
ot In and Fisheries ami Game, after «lue notice
to all persona Interested In the sublet matter of
said petition, anil public hearing tb>-reon In tbe
locality to be affected, an·! deeming It neceesar>
and proper for the protection an·! piesi rvatlon of
the li.lan<l fob uf the state, hereby adopt the following needful Rules and Régulations relating
to the times and places in which and the circumin
stances under which Inland Osh may be taken
the waters of I'.rook Kedar, and Its tributaries
situated in Wnterforl.
Rale· tad Kc|alttloni.
Brook Keilar and lta tributaries,
Section 1.
In
the Kingman and Plummer brooks, nituate·!
Waterford, are hereby close·I, until May 1, 1«I3,
the
to all Ashing tor any kind of fish, except
taking of Mnella and Sucker·, In the usual way.
Dated this Fourth «lay of May, A. D. law.
L.
J.
Κ.
of

T. CARLKTON, Chairman.
W. BKACKKTT,
E. KING.
Inland Fisheries and Game.

Commissioner*
Section 37, Chapter 33, of the Revised Statute·:
Whoever fishes for. take·, catches, kills or deat any
stroy· any inland fish, in any manner or
time. In violation of any of tho rules and regula-

tions of the commissioners of Inland fisheries
and game, made and promulgated In conformity
be
with the provisions of this chapter, shall
punished In the same manner and to the same
extent aa Is provided tor by law for the Illegal
catching, killing or destroying any such

taking,

inland fish
Section 34. Whoever willfully mutilates, defaces or destroy· any notice, run or regulation
and
of tbe CbininlMlonera of inland fisheries
with the provisions
game, posted In conformity
d by » fine not
ο this chapter, 'hall be punish
by comexceeding fifty dolltrs, to be recovered
of said fine
plaint or Imtlclmeut; and one-half
*>-£!
to the
•hall be

paid

prosecutor.

Bicycle

for Sale.

a good Iver Johnson Bicycle that I will sell for twelve dollars.

I have

STONEY ANDREWS,
South Paris, Me.

EaHy fljy

Wadsworth, Howland & Co.
BAY

AMONG TEE FAMEES.
··

SPEED ΤΗ*

STATE

Liquid Paint.
MADE IN NEW ENOLAND.
BEST FOR NEW ENOLAND.

For Sale by
S. P. MAXIM & SON,
South Parte.
Sample Card· Free.

Correspondence on practical agricultural topicAddress all communications lc
Is solicited.
tended for this department to Hbhst I>
Hammond, Agricultural Rdltor Oxford Dero
ocrat, Parle, lie.
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PARKER'S
BALSAM

Ctaunn sad bettitiflcs th« halt
Fnunote* s luxuriant gruvth.
Merer Tails to Beetor· Gray

a

Corn Expert.

The time le fut approaching for the
tiller of the soil to get in harneea for
strennooa farm work in all ita phase·
and while we most not detract attention
from any part of the important farm
work it doe· seem good to know that
more attention ia to be paid to the rail-

JacU leaned against the Instrument
easing foiiûly into Lor eyes as she
ber face, radiant with happlAllen bad taken fossesaion of
uess.
Mrs. Allen
the best rooking chair.
eat at tbe table, and the boys ranged

faÎscd

The Round=Up

ing of that great and indispensable crop,

A 4Romance of Arizona

corn.

The corn and

By

of animal husbandry.
As grain foods increase in cost and
farmers more fully realize the necessity
of growing animals that can utilize tbeir
hume grown foods at a profit their appreciation of the sheep increases. Many
farmers are keeping sheep for their
ability to renovate the eoii and keep
down weeds, in both of which roles the
sheep is a demonstrated success. But
the men who will make the most success
with sheep are the practical farmers
who will provide their flocks with comfortable quarters and liberal rations.
No man can succeed In developing a
flock of sheep to its most profitable
capacity aod allow them to consume
nothing but waste and refuse. Sheep
will eat waste fodders and weeds and
thrive at certain times during the year,
but the true fiockmaster does not keep
them because they are good scavengers.
He likes his sheep because tbey respond
to good care and are capable of utilizing
ana turning to profit the feed that he
grows on his own farm on purpose for
them. Sheep that are kept simply as
scavengers soon assume the characteristic aspect that the name would signify.
Sheep breeding and feeding are going
to become more popular because farmers
are becoming better educated and know
that high class mutton is becoming
more and more popular in our leading
city markets and that wool is another
important item to consider at its present

prices.

The comparatively low cost of keeping
flock and the
an excellent breeding
small expense for grain foods required
to finish wethers for the market look
very attractive to the farmer with a
trained business mind. No farmer who
reads and thinks will dispute the fact
that sheep breeding and feeding offer
better inducements to the average farmer than any other branch of livestock
feeding at the present time. It is not
the specialist who feeds thousands of
sheep for market who is in the best
position to realize the largest profits
from the sheep feeding business, but the
farmer who is breeding and feeding a
farm flock of improved mutton sheep.
The specialized sheep breeder, importer
and feeder is constantly taking risks,
but not so with the farmer who is keeping a farm fiock of fifty to two hundred
well bred mutton sheep.
In getting together a flock the farmers
with little experience should work into
the business gradually and cautiously by
buying about six well bred ewes, which
can usually be put chased for from $15 to
825 and upward, and the best ram that
By
can be found at a reasonable price.
devoting close attention to a few choice
ewes and a well bred ram the owner can
make a close study of the individuality
and breeding of his small flock before
making a heavier investment, and then
it is easier and more simple to gradually
develop his knowledge of the busings
while the flock is increasing and developing and be able to wrestle with the many
new problems that are constantly presenting themselves as the flock more
nearly reaches perfection.
The farmers as a rule are not properly
equipped to raise high class breeding
sheep, for a man muet be a specialist if
he wishes to make the greatest possible
It is the high
success of the business.
class city trade that appeals most strongly to the owners of farm flocks, and they
will find many very profitable markets
furopen to their product if they will
nish them with the very highest quality
of mutton.
In every large city there is a growing
demand for prime mutton, and the people who make this demand are the very
ones who have the money to pay for anything that pleases their palates. Pew
farmers realize the extremely hjgh
prices that fancy mutton commands in
the markets of the large eastern cities.
Some of the richest patrons know the
taste of really prime mutton, and are
willing to pay the price wtfen they find
what they really want. There is no
branch of livestock feeding that affords
more certain profits than a flock of mutton sheep, well fed, well cared for and
finished for market so that they will
meet the demauds of the fancy club and
hotel trade of our large eastern cities.—
VV. Milton Kelley, South Wales, Ν. Y.,
in Tribune Farmer.

Coming Changes.

The dairy industry is undergoing some
very important changes. Of course the
farmer who produces the milk is the
last man to be reached and modified,
but he is feeling the evolution.
The coming of the farm separator is
forcing some very decided organic
changes. For the present it is lowering
the quality of creamery butter, because
the farmer does not see clearly his duty
in the care and prompt delivery of the
The farmer is the one who has
cream.
the most to do with the flivor of the
butter. He does not see that, or at
least thousands of them do not. Science
and invention have discovered new products, or rather new forms for old products hi the milk. Hundreds of creameries nowadays are taking the milk into
the creamery as of old and extractiug
two produots, policy bars the farmer out
of producing cattle and bogs. The real
ideal dairy farmer is one who not only
produces milk but who produces it in
such a way as to enable him to grow fine

livestoek.
The cow testing associations are taking bold of the education of hundreds of
farmers, teaching them more than they

ever

knew before about their own cows.

This is going to be one of the most important of the coming changes. Then
there is the testing for tuberculosis, the
building of sanitary stables, the King
system of ventilation, the adoption of
more
humane and comfortable stalls,

greatly increased number of those
are purchasing registered sires, the
study of feeding problems, the introthe

who

but few, if any, farma of 50 acrea
here in Peoobscot County but can
be made to produce one or more acres
of good corn if properly bandied. We
can raise a large crop of potatoes on
quite heavy clay soil, but we can't raise
the best quality on such soil. Any light
clay loam, well trained, will raise a good
quality of potatoes and if the same soil
ia properly enriched it will produce a
good crop of corn. Rocky or gravelly
land when well filled with loam will mature corn a few days earlier, but if lacking in loam the crop will be dwarfed.
There are a few "don't'·" which
should be observed in planting any crop
and the one most essential is, "Don't
plant too late." Some farmers plant
late to avoid a late spring frost and get
"nipped" with an early fall frost, which
usually ruins a whole summer's work.
Don't plant too early, for the seed may
rot on accouot of cold ground and compel us to work our ground over and
plant the second time.
For flint corn plant from the 15th to
25tb of May and if the seed is right, the
soil is rich and the plants are well cared
for, there is little danger of a poor crop
And at the harvest,
at the harvest.
don't busk out the ears while the busk
is too green, especially that wanted for
seed, for if we do the kernel will lose
that bright luster which is so essential
to make the best appearance and the
corn will have a dead cast and I am
satisfied that the seed is injured theremore

by.

Put the corn

in

small

shocks,

well

tied, and let it stand until well dried out
and avoid all heating. Husk, trace and

with good air passing through and it will keep all right.
Let us all boom corn, potatoes, grain
and bay. Yes, in the raising of grain,
let us encourage the raising of wheat.
Wo used to raise good wheat and cpn do
it here now ae well as in Aroostook.
Wheat in Maine and New England as
well as corn and other grains, yields
larger average per acre than in the west.
As soon as we in central and southern
Maine get to raising wheat, men who
own
suitable water power will take
courage and build roller flour mills to
keep company with those in Aroostook.
Let us not look at the hundreds of
million bushels of wheat or the billion
bushels of com raised in the west, but
remember the high average yield per
acre in Maine and New England and
take heart and plant and sow.
Tlie fi'dder from one acre of corn in
Maine when well cured will more than
pay for all human labor and that makes
the cost of the corn quite reasonable.—
B. F. Clark in Maine Farmer.

hang

in a

dry place

Pleasures and Comfort*

on

the Farm.

The

Jack knew that in hi*
heart Allen did not approve of his actions. but was keeping silent because
of his daughter.
Jack could restrain himself no longer. "Jim, what happened that night?"

explanation.

he asked brokenly.
Allen showed his

embarrassment.
Meanin*Then,he hesitated.
"Dick." was all Jack could say.
"I seed him. If I hadn't he busted
laconic
up the weddln' some," was his
answer

"Where is he?"
When he
Allen relishted his pipe.
got the smoke drawing freely he
gazed at Jack thoughtfully and an
swered, "He's gone, back where the
Jim
come from—Into the desert."
puffed slowly and then added. "Looks
like you didn't give Dick a square

the door opened and the astonished
Echo faced those she loved and liked.
Echo made a pretty picture framed
in the doorway. She wore her riding
habit of olive green, from the hem of
which peeped her soft boots. Her hat,
broad, picturesque, typical of the
southwest, had slipped backward,
forming a background for her pretty
face. An amused smile played about
the corners of her mouth.
"Well, what is It?" she smiled In-

quiringly.

The group looked at her sheepishly.
No one ventured to auswer her question.
"What's the matter?" she resumed.
"You're herded up like a bunch of
cows in a norther."

deal."

Allen liked his son-in-law and was

going to stand by him. but In Arizona

the saying "All's fair in love and
war" Is not accepted at Its face value.
"I
"I didn't." acknowledged Jnck.
was desperate at the thought of losing
her. She loved me and had forgotten
him. She's happy with me now."
"I reckon that's right," was Jim's

consoling reply.
To clinch his argument and soothe

his troublesome conscience Jack continued, "She never would have been
happy with him."
"That's what I told him," declared
"He knew it. an' that's why
Allen.
he went away, an* Echo, no matter
what conies, she must never know
She'd never forgive you—an*, fer that

matter, me neither."
Jack looked long out of the window
toward the distant mountains, the
barrier behind which Dick was wandering in the great desert, cut off

from the woman he loved by a false
friend
"How F have suffered for that lie!"
ottered lack In tones full of anguish
the
"That's what hurts me most
thought that I lied to her. I might
have killed him that night." pondered
He shuddered at the thought
Jack.
that he had been m the point of addIn? murder to the lie. He had faced
the same temptation which Dick had
yet to overcome.
"Mebbe you did
There's more'n one
way «if klllln* a man," suggested Allen.
Jack swung around and facefi him.
The observation had struck home. He
realized how poignantly Dick uust
have endured the loss of Echo and the
thought of his betrayal by Jack. As
he had suffered mentally so Dick must
—

Tbe vocation of the farmer ie one of
the most interesting that can be engaged
in. There is nothing monotonous about
it, if the farmer loves nature and keeps
his eyes open. There are enough interesting problems to be solved every be sufferiug In the desert. In self Jusday to keep one's mind fully occupied tification he returned to his old argufrom January 1 to December 31. In the
ment.
growing.season his crops and livestock
"I waited until I was sure he was
will need daily attention, while the winter season will be taken up in marketing dead.
Six months I waited after we
the season's crops, cariog for the live- heard the news. After I had told Echo
stock at the bam and harvesting his I loved her and found that I was loved
wood and timber crop from the farm
In return—then came this letter. God.
wood lot, for this should be so bandied as
what a tteht I had with myself when
to furnish an income each year and yet
thinknot be destroyed. Then there should be I found that he still lived—was
hours for reading and recreation, which ing of returning home to claim her for
if properly directed, will fit one for the his own! I rode out luto the hills and
better management of the farm, year by fought it nut all alone, like an Indian.
year, for as everybody knows, something Then I resolved to hurry the wedding—
We can
new can be learned every day.
to lie to her—and I have been- living
learn from oar agricultural books and
that lie every minute, every hour."
friends
our
of
from
those
and
papers,
Jack leaned heavily on the table.
and neighbors who have had longer exhead sank. His voice dropped alwe should
Ills
and
than
ourselves,
perience
make much of these opportunities, be- most to a whisper.
cause it is important that we should
Allen slapped him on the back to
learn as much as possible about our cheer him up. Philosophically he anbusiness. Thanks to present mail facilinounced: "Well, It's got to be as It is.
ties the farmer bas a better chanoe for
You'll mebbe never hear from him
his
reading than ever before; for besides
You mustn't never tell her. I
again.
now
one or two agricultural papers he
usually has a daily, that he may keep ain't a-goln' to say notbin' about It
the better posted on current events and Her happiness means everything to
prices. 1 have always thought that we, me."
should ever etudy to imas farmers,
Jack grasped hi· band In silent
prove the soil and the mind; and with thankfulness.
this end In view we need to draw from
The two men walked slowly out of
every available source.
To let the farm run down and Anally the room to the corral.
be abandoned, is a sad sight indeed. A
few yeare ago I visited my former home
CHAPTER XI.
in New Hampshire and it really made
V3 Echo galloped across the prairie
the
dilapidated
my heart ache to see
lu the glorious morning air
A
condition of the old farm on which I
the sunshine, the* lowing of
was born, now passed out of tbe family,
^ the cattle on the hills and
and also the condition of several other *
farms In the same neighborhood which the songs of the birds in the trees
were once productive and peopled by in- along the Sweetwater had banished all
dustrious and successful farmers' famidepressing thoughts, and her mind
lies. I always have a feeling of sadness
dwelt on her love for Jack and the
farm
home
a
deserted
whenever I see
of the lines in which her
because I know of tbe comforts and pleasantness
life had fallen.
a
well
on
realized
be
that
pleasures
may
Only one small cloud bad appeared
managed farm; and then to think bow
are
scarcely able to get on the horizon. Jack had not shured
many people
enough to eat and wear even «of the with her his coutldences in the busisimplest materials in town and yet their ness of the ranch. lie told her he did
knowledgo of farm life is so badly warp- not want to worry he»· with such cares.
ed that they could not be even coaxed to
True, there were times when he was
go out into the country to make a home.
In her presence
Thero is another class, however, of city deeply abstracted, but
people that believe they can better their his moroseuess vanished quickly. Carecondition by going out on to tbe farm; fully as he had tried to hide his secret,
and of late very many such have been she had, with a woman's intuition,
seeking farms of moderate size and are seen beueath the surface of thiugs and
turning their face thitherward; we can realized that something was lacking to
but wish them success in their new unher happiness.
dertaking. In making such a change complete turned toward home a song
As Echo
there aro many things to be considered.
her far
It has been eaid many and many a sprang to lier lipa. Polly spied
time that "farming does not pay;" but down the trail.
to that I would reply, "Farming is all
"Hoys, she's comlnV' she shouted
right." To live in tbe country is glori- to the men, who were at the bunk
ous; and when you hear a farmer say house awaiting Mrs. P.tyson's return.
that farming does not pay, you may As
they passed the corral they called
safely set it down that each an one does to Jack and Allen to join them in the
not understand his business, and does
room to prepare for the surprise
not give the farm proper credit for what living
he receive· therefrom. Does be take for Echo.

/γ

alfalfa

Their
themselves about the room.
faces reflected gratification.
They
watched lie ho expectantly.
Echo played the owning bare of
••The Old Folks at Home." Before she
gang Fresno, holding up his right Index lluger, remarked to no one In particular, "1 washed that finger."
The singing deeply affected her
tie audience. Echo had a sweet mi
ural voice. She threw her whole soul
iuto the old ballad. She was so happy
she felt like singing, not lively airs,
but songs about home. Her new home
had become so dear to ber at that moment.

Mrs. Allen, as usual, began to cry.
Pollv soou followed her example
There were tears even In the eyes υ
some of the punchers, although the>
blinked vigorously to keep them back.
When she repeated the chorus SageAin t that
brush said to Fresno.

KThat

however, with the
f an artist and to hide his
own deeply
moved sensibilities, repiled, "Ths:t ain't so much."
.jack had become completely absorbed in the music. He and Echo were

jealousy

worthy,
<

His arm
oblivious to surroundings
h id slipped about his wife s waist.
she gazed fondly into his face.
Sagebrush was the first to notice th« ir

fZ

attitude. On his calling the attention
of the boys to their happiness these
nuletlv tiptoed from tbe room. Pollj
signaled to Mrs. Allen and followed
•he bovs. Josephine awoke Jim as
ftrom η dream «ml Μ biro .low» out
leaving the young couple In an earth

paradise

of married love.
When Echo finished she turned In
surprise to find themselves alone.
••Was it as bad as that?" she naively
asked Jack.
••What?"
"Why. they've all left us.
Jack lausrhed softly. "So they have.

I forgot they were here," he said, looking fondly down at his wife.
Echo began to play quietly another
ballad. "I've always wanted a piano,

"/ want you to he happy."
Sagebrush began gravely to explain.
He got only as far as "This here belu'
a birthday" when Echo Interrupted
him: "Oh! Then it's η birthday party?"
Once stopped. Sagebrush could not
lie cieared bis
-'et s tar ttd again.

rhn-it with more emphasis than politeness.
Striking the attitude of an
orator, with one hand upraised and
the other on bis bip. be hemmed and
hawed until beads of perspiration
trickled from bis temples.
Again he nerved himself for the ordeal

"Mebbe," he gasped.
Then he opened and closed his
mouth, frogllkc, several times, taking
lone. gulping breaths. At last, looking
helplessly about him. be shopted. "Oh,
shucks, you tell her. Jack!" He pushed
him toward Kcho. Jack rested his
hand on the table and began, "We've
a surprise for you—that is, the boys

have"—
"What Is It?" asked Echo eaeerly.
"You've got to call It blind," broke in

Sagebrush.

"Guess It." cried Fresno.
"A pony cart." hazarded Echo,
"Shucks, no!" said Show Low at the
Idea uf presenting Echo with anything

wheels.
Echo then
chine."
on

guessed, "Sewing

ma-

Sagebrush encouraged her. "That's
■omethin' like it. Go on. go on."

"Well, then, It's a"—
Sagebrush grew more excited. He
raised and lowered himself on his toes,
backing toward the piano. "Go it;
you're gettiu' there," hu shouted.

"It's a"—
Again she hesitated, to be helped on
by Sagebrush with the assurance:
"She'll do it. Fire away. It's u"—
"A"—
"Go on."
Sagebrush In his enthusiasm barked
too far into the blanket screen. His
spurs became entangled. To save himself from a fall he threw out his hand
behind hltn. They struck the polished
cover of '.he instrument, slid οίΓ, and
Sagebrush sat down on the keys with

unmistakable crash.
"A piano!" cried Lt ho exultantly.
"Who done that?" demanded Show
Low angrily.
Parenthesis from his place on the

an

floor looked at the mischief maker in

disgust. "Sagebrush!" he shouted.
"Glvin' the hull thing away," snarled

Fresno.
Show Low could contain himself no
longer. Going up to Sagebrush, he
shook his tlst in his face, saying:
"You're the limit. You ought to be
herdin' sheep."
The victim of the accident humbly
replied, "I couldn't help it."
Mrs. Allen smoothed out the differences by declaring: "What's the difference? She wouldn't have guessed, not
Stand away an'
in a million years.
let her see it."
Fresno swept them all aside with
the blanket.
"Oh. isn't it beautiful-beautiful!"
cried Echo.
"Who—what—where"— she stammered. glancing from one to the other,
her eyes Anally resting on Jack.
"Not guilty!" he cried. "You'll have

The party quickly reassembled.
where the farmers into aocount that tbe farm furnishes bis
From the farm
"Gocd laud." shouted Allen, "get
growing it before. In family with a living?water
and house somethiu' to cover the pianny wi:h!"
taking better care of the comes the food, fuel,
a great advance rent; and these should all be oredited to
The put», hers rushed in confuslou to thank the boys for this."
the farm at city prices, before saying about the room in a vnin roarch.
among dairy farmers. A hundred farm
With happy tears welling up in her
in
not pay."—Cor.
era are thinking about the use of phos- that "farming does
"Alu't there a pîajrued thing we can eyes, Echo said: "I do thank them.
Maine Farmer.
ten
was
one
there
where
deyears
the
ago.
cried
with?"
phate
cover that pianny
I do, I do. I can't tell how delighted
▲11 these changes which are coming to
moralized Allen, renewing his appeal.
I can't say fiow much this
I am.
the dairy farmer will affect the efficiency
A sprinkling of air-slaked lime with
Polly car.ie to the rescue of the help- means to me. Oh, I thank you! I
and economy of his part of the business which a small quantity of carbolic acid
less men by plucking a Navajo blanket say it ouce, but I feel it a thousand
very greatly. It behooves us all then has been mixed will help in parlfying
one cud of it
times." She seized each of the boys
to make a strong, mental study of these the bog's feeding floors and trough*. from the couch. Toeslng
to
"signs of the time·," in order that we One Item in supplying olean food is to to Show Low, she motioned to him
by the hand and shook it heartily.
may see what to do to preserve as good a have tbe troughs and feeding floors help hold It up before the Instrument
"Would you like to have another sefinancial return as possible.—Hoard's clean. First give them a good scrub- like a curtain.
lection ?" asked Fresno, relieving the
lime
and
carand
then
the
of
It.
Dairyman.
front
everybody." tension of the situation.
"Stand in
bing
apply
bolic acid.
ordered Mrs. Allen, who had left her
•'No!" shouted the punchers unaniin
from the
The apple orchards of America are
cake baking and hurried
Fresno looked very much
mously.
be
of
wood
should
of
ashes
the
not producing
good apEvery pound
quantity
kitcheu. "Polly, spread your skirts— crestfallen since he considered that
where
the
demand.
and
on
the
land
markets
the
world's
saved
that
spread
ples
you, too, Jim."
he had made a deep Impression by bis
There is room for a vast expansion of ashes will do the most good. They
Allen ran in front of the piuno, hold- first effort.
first-olass apple production, and the or· make an excellent dressing for meadows
imitain
dress
an
out
Imaginary
"Mrs. Payson's goln* to hit us out a
cbardist who works Into this class and or elsewhere. Save tbe wood ashes, ing
there is on the sure road to profit eten If yoa bave only enough for tbe tion of* Polly. "Which I ain't got tune," announced Sagebrush.
stays
none," be cried.
and pleasure.
garden.
Echo seated herself at the plana
duction of

In the matter of
)
EDWARD C. SKINNER,
Bankruptcy.
of Parle, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Edward C. Skinner, In
the County of Oxford find district aforeaald :
Notice (a hereby given that on the 24th day of
Not A. D. 190β, the said Edward C. Skinner
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the Orel
meeting of his creditors will be held at the office
of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South
1'arla, on the 38th day of May, A. D. 1909, at
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
said creditors may attend, prove their claims,
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
transact such other business as may properly
come before said meeting.
Soulb Paris, May 4,1909.
WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee In Bankruptcy

Corn Counsel from

grain crop has been too
long neglected for the ai m pie reaaon
Novelized From Edmund Day's Melodrama
that we here in the eaat have too long
NO LIVESTOCK MORE PROFITABLE THAN been afraid of the weat, not only in the
JOHN MURRAY and MILLS MILLER
HIGH CLASS MUTTON SHEEP.
raising of corn and grain but in the production of beef and other meat product·.
And right here let me say that if the
Copyright. 1008. by G. W. Dillingham Co.
The increasing high prices of all kinds farmer in the weat ia getting his just
and
in
the
share
of
grain
prices
high
of grain foods and commercial bycomproducts and the gradual decline In the meate, then we have little canse to from
Parenthesis jum|>ed in frout of the
what we learn
But
from
the
of
in
farms
of
the
plain.
many
productivity
[COSTIÎÎTTED.]
stool. trying vainly to hide It
the
it
ia
piano
the
market
apeculator
are
sections
reports
bringrapidly
agricultural
with Ills legs.
ing about changed conditions and tend- tbat ia to blame for a good deal of the
The festivities of the wedding had
"Parenthesis, put your lege togethencies in the breeding and feeding of live- high prices.
a
The Maine Dairymen'a Association been shortened. Slim had gathered
stock. There is no type of livestock
er," Mrs. Allen cried.
the
of
tiall
the
starthave
of
Haine
posse and taken up
"I can't, ma'am," wailed the unforhusbandry better adapted to the present and the Unlvereity
economic conditions and tendencies than ed on a noble mission by encouraging slayers. Jim Allen had joined them. tunate
puncher. He fell on his knees
and
both
old
of
corn
dethe
by
the breeding and feeding of fine mutton
planting
The hazing of Jack and the hasty
before the stool, spreading out his
at
least
all
should
and
we
plant
sheep, and, in my opinion, this branch young
parture of the bridal pair ou horse- waistcoat for a screen. Mrs. Al'.eu
of livestock breeding and feeding is des- 1 2-acre and as much more aa possible.
back in a shower of corn, shelled and
him out with her skirts.
Some farmers claim that there is no
tined to play an important part in the
the two men helped
suitable on which to on the cob. prevented
"Steady, everybody.·" shouted Jack.
agriculture of the future, and in many soil on their farms know
from
meeting.
that there are
"Here she is!" yelled Sagebrush as
cases replace other lees profitable kinds raise corn, but I
older man had volunteered no
or

t ever dreamed of
NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United StUes for 1 the matter of
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
soil there has been
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ehe said.
"You'd have found one here watting
If I'd only known It." he chlded.
^
"You've given me so much already,
she murmured. "I've been a bi;, ex
pense to you."
Jack again slipped his arm about her
waist and kissed her. "There Isn t au>
I
limit on my love," he declared.
want v iu to be happy"—
"Don't you think I am?' laughed
Echo. "I'm the happiest woman <>n
earth. Jack, and it's all you. I want to
be more than a wife to you. 1 want to
be a helpmate, but you won't let me.
Λ wi lfill expression crept over
Echo's countenance.
"Who says s<»V" lie dctaaiukd p:a>fuiiy, as If he would punish any man
who dared make such an accusation.
Echo turned on the stool and took
his hand. "1 know It." she said, with
emplnrK "You've been worried n»».-ut
something for days and days. Dont
tell me vou hav» n t.
Jack opened his lips as If to contradict her.
"We women kr.ru to look
bener.th the surface.
"What Is It.
Jack?" she continued.
Jack loosened bl< wife's hand ehsp

and walked over to the table.
"N'othlug. What should I have to
worry about?" He spoke carelessly.
"The mort al,v7" sugge-t.d Lcho.
"I paid that off last week." explain-

^EchoVlt

Polly

too disgusted to answer
"Slim Hoover—shucks! Slim
d»e«n't care for girls. He's afrafd of
'em," she said at length. "I like Bud
with all his ornerlness," she declared.
"Why doesn't he come to see you
more often?"
"1 don't know. Maybe it's because
he's never

Jack."

forgiven

you for

marryln'

"Why should he mind that?" she
asked, startled.
"Well, you know." «he answered between stitches, drawing the needle
through the cloth with angry little
Jerks. "Bud he never quite believed
Dick was dead."
Echo rose hastily. The vague, haunting half thoughts of weeks w#re cry··
tallized ou the instant. She felt as II
Dick was trying to speak to her from
out of the groat beyond. With a shudder she sank into a chair at the table

opposite Polly.
"Don't," she said, her voice scarcely

above a

whisper.

"I can't bear to hear

him spoken of. I drearard of him the
other night—a dreadful dream."
Polly was delighted with this new
mystery. It was all so romantic!
"Did you? Let's hear It."
With unseeing eyes Echo gazed
straight ahead, rebuilding from her
dream fabric a tragedy of the desert
lu which the two men who had flayed
so great a part iu her life were the

•ctors.
"It seems," she told, "that I was In
the desert, such a vast, terrible desert,
where the little dust devils eddied and
swirled and the merciless sun beat
down until it shriveled up every grow-

ing thing."
Polly nodded her head sagely.
"That's the way the desert looks, aud

water."
Echo paid no heed to the Interruption. Her face became wan and haggard as iu her mind's eye she saw the
weary waste of waterless land quiver
and swim under the merciless sun.
Not a tree, not a blade of grass, not a
sign of life, broke the monotony of
crumbling cllfTs and pinnacled rocks.
Onward and ever onward stretched
yellow ridces aud alkali whitened ravines. blinding the eye and parching
the throat.
"Then I saw a man staggering toward me." she continued, "nis face
was white and drawn, his lips cra< ked
and parched. Now and then he would
stumble and fall aud lie there on his
face In the hot saud. digging into It
with his bony lingers, seeking for wano

ter."
Echo shut her eyes as if to blot out
the picture. Its reality almost over-

powered lier.
"Suddenly he

raised his eyes to
It
mine," she resumed after a pause.
was Dick."
in her excitement she had arisen,
stretching out her arms as if to ward
off an apparition.
"He tried to call me. I saw his lips

Dragging
move, framing my name.
himself to his feet, he came toward
Then
uie with his arms outstretched.
another form appeared between us,
lighting to keep him back. They fou.'ht
there under the burning sun in the hot
dust of the desert uni il at last oue was
The victor raised
crushed to earth.
his face to mine, and—it was Jack."
Echo burled her face in her hands.
Awe
Dry sobs shook her bosom.

stricken, Polly
wrought wife.

gazed

at

the

over-

to shake off

"Phew!" she laughed

her fright. "That was a sure enough
If I'd a dream like that
nightmare.
I'd wake up the" whole house yappln'
like α coyote."
As the commonplace ever Intrudes
upon tin· unusual, so a knock on the
door relieved the teusion of the sit-

deeply hurt that this news
should have been kept from her by
uation.
her husband.
"You did. and never told me?" she
chided. "Where did you tret ibe money?* she inquired.
"Why, I"— Jack halted. He could
not frame an excuse at once nor invent a new lie to cover his old sin.
Deeper and deeper lie was nett iujr into

was

at once.

It was Slim.

He did not wait

for an Invitation to enter, but, opeulng
the door, asked, "Can I come in?"
"Sure, come In!" cried Polly, glad to
find any excuse to shake off the depression of K· bo's dream.

the mire of deception.
Echo had arisen from the seat. "It
was over $?..<!ϋ0, wasn't il?" she insisted
like that," answered
"Soiuet hlna
Jack noncommittully.
"Well, where did you get It V" de-

manded his wife.
"An old debt—α friend of mine—I
loaned him the money a long time a#»,
and he paid it back—that's all."
Jack took a drink of water from the

olla to hide his confusion.
"Who was it?*' persisted I'.cho.
"You wouldn't know If I told you.
Now, just stop talUiug business."
"You
"It Isn't fair." declared Kt ho.
share all the good things of life witli
me, and 1 want to share some of your
business worries. 1 want to stand my

share of the bad."
must humor her.
Jack saw he
"When the bud comes I'll tell you," he
assured her, patting her hand.
"You stand between me and the
world. Yi u're like u great big mountain stauding guard over a little tree
in the valley, keeping the cold north
wind from treating it too roughly.'"
She sighed
contentedly. "But the
mountain does it all."
Jack looked down tenderly at his
lier love for him moved
little wife.

him deeply.
"The
"Not ut all," he said to her.
little tree grows green and beautiful.
It casts α welcome shade about it, and
the heart of the mountain is madglad to its rocky core to know that the
safety of that little tree Is In its keep-

ing."
Taking her in his arms, he kissed
her again and again.
"Kissing agaluî" shouted Polly from
the doorway. "Say, will you two nev-

settle down to business? There's
Bud Lane au' a bunch of others Just
Maybe they
come Into the corral.
want you, Jack."
Jack excused himself. As he stepped out ou the piazza he asked Polly,
"Shall 1 send Bud In?"
"Let him cotue In if be wants to.
I'm not ecndln' for him." Polly spitefully turned up her nose at him. Jack
laughed as he closed the door.
Echo reseated herself at the piano,

"/t was Dick."

"Howdy,

Mrs.

Paysou?

Jack,"
iff's greeting.
over to

see

was

Just corue
the Jolly sher-

"He's down at the corral," she Informed Iilm.
Mrs. Allen Lurried in from the kltohcn at tills moment, calling: "Echo,
cotue here uu' look at this here cake.
It looks as if it had been sot uu."
Echo closed the lid of the piano aud
called her mother's attention to the
presem e of Slim Hoover.

[TO

BE

COIfTINUEO.J

er

flngerlug the keys.
"How are you getting ou with BudV"
■he asked the younger girl.
"We don't get on a little bit," sinsnapped. "Bud never seems to collect
much revenue, an' we just keep trot

tin' slow-like. Wish I was married an'
had a home of my own."
"Aren't you happy with father and
mother?"
Polly glanced at Echo, with a smile.
"Lord, yes," she replied, "in a way,
Your
but I'm oyly a poor relation!
ma was my ma's cousin's cousin or
sometbin' like that."
Echo laughed. "Nonsense," she re"Nonsense.
You're my dear
torted.
sister and the only daughter thai · at
the old home now."
"But I want a home of my own like
this," said Polly.
"Theu you'd better shake Bud and
give Slim a chance."

Maori Women.
Maori women of New Zealand kuow
Nose rubbing
nothing about kissing
Is their form of enlntatlon. nnd when
two friends meet they hold each other
by their hands, bend their heads until
their noses touch and then rub them
gently from side to side. This form
of greeting Is not coulined to the womThey
en. but Is practiced by the men
seldom meet without rubbing noses.
In times of lamentation the Maori
women will sit for hours with their
noses touching and moan for the loss
of some chief whom the) liai ρ lu all
probability never seen. The loss of
a brother or friend Is enough to start
them off for days, all moHulng and

howling plteously. They are essen
tlally a sympathetic race, and the sorrows

of one are the sorrows of all
Tim· For

«

Touch.

"How Is your rich uncle. Tommy?"
"Very 111. I'm afraid he won't last
long."
"Then you can lend me that $10 1
nsked you for last week."—Meggen·
dorfer Blatter.

The talent of ridicule Is tbe qualification of little, ungenerous temper·.—Ad·
dlaon.

West Parie*
Bethel.
The local W. C. T. TJ. were busy TneeThe Congregational society worship®*ford Scraocrat,
day and Wed needay of lwt week on ac- ed In their chapel last Sunday, and will
count of the Oxford County W. C. T. U. contlnn· to do so while repairs are being
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
THE DOINGS OP THE WEEK IN ALL convention held here, bat were htppy, made upon the andienoe room.
for it was an inspiring
The rain and oold weather baye deSECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
SO'TTH PARIS, MAINS, MAY 25, 1909.
local member· were indeed glad to en- layed the farmers, but grass has got a
tertain the friend· and members of the good start
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lint Baptist Church, Bev. Q. W. r. HH, pastor.
Preaching every Sunday M 10:45 a. u.
Sunday School it 12. Sabbath evening eery Ice
at 7 3k.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at
7 30.
Covenant Meeting the last Friday before
All
the lit Sunday of the month at 3 30 P. *■
not othenrlae connected are cordially Invited.

Proprietor*.

M. ATWOOD.
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TERMS
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(therwlse $3.00 a year. Single copies 4 cent».
AU legal a'lvertleementa
advertisements :
are given three consectlve Insertions for $1JO
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ere.

Job Piutus .—New type, fast presses, electric
power, experienced workmen and low prices
combine to make this department of our buslnc33 complete aud popular.
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Single Copies of Um Democrat are four cents
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
the publishers or for the convenience of patrons
ilngle copies of each issue have been placed on
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Mrs. M. C. Snow returned to Paris
Hill last week for the summer.
The Misses Webber of Portland are
guests of Mrs. J. C. Cummings.
The annual sidewalk repairs are proI
gressing well under the superintendence
of Geo. B. Shaw.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cummings and
baby started for New York last week.
Mr. Cummings will be employed in New
York for a time, and a little later expects to go to Panama, where he will
have work at his profession as a civil

engineer.

Miss Persia N. Andrews went
Brunswick Monday to see Prof. George
L. Vose, who is in poor health.
Lewis M. Brown, Esq., arrived at hie
Alfred Cole. Postmaster.
Buckfletd,
Mrs. Harlow. Post Office.
summer home here Friday, Mrs. Brown
Parts HU1,
White.
T.
Samuel
West Paris.
and the servants having come earlier and
opened "Old Brick" for the summer.
Mrs. Philip Goldberg of New York
Coming Events.
has sold her summer place here to Miss
Addie Woodbury of Cambridge, Mass.,
June 1 —Oxford Pomona Grange, with Fredwho with her sister, Mrs. Chase, and two
erick Roble Grange, Otlsdeld Gore.
July 7.—Keunlon of teachers and pupil* of 1 children, will occupy it as a summer
North Paris school.
home. Miss Woodbury and Mrs. Chase
are daughters of the late Willard WoodSEW ADVKKTISKMKNTS
bury, formerly of South Paris, and have
and friends in
a number of relatives
Handsome VV ash Suite and Princess Dresses.
Paris, who are pleased that they are to
S. Richard», Optometrist.
locate here
The Blue Stores.
Evangeline Oxfords, fci.
Sheriff Hiram R. Hubbard went to
Probate Notices.
Portland Monday to cousult a specialist
A Missive from a Miss.
Di>k Lost.
regarding one of bis eyes, from which he
Prolate Notices.
hae partially lost'the sight.
7 Notices of Appointment.
The following list of State Publications
2 Petitions for Discharge.
has been received at Hamlin Memorial
Dog Lost.
A Complété Line.
Hall. They are of so little interest to
Annual Meeting.
the general reader that they are not
catalogued, and shelf room is too limited
Here and There.
to accommodate them, but they are
available if any one wishes to consult
The Maine Civic League is to make a them:
further test of the Maine law against Report of Tax Commission—1908.
advertising liquor, this being directed Report of Commissioners of Uniformity of
Law»—1909.
against the papers containing such ad- Fifth Klennlal Keport of the State Survev Comvertisements which are published outmlfslon—11)0ι·8.
side the state but circulated here. It is Report of State Historian —1907-8.
of the Commissioners of Inland fisheries
Report
of
this
to
by way
accomplish
proposed
an·! (iume—1908.
the news agents who handle these pa- Report of the State Treasurer—1908.
pers. It has always been understood Keport of the Enforcement Commission—1908.
Commissioner—1908.
that the Maiue papers were at a dis- Report of the Forest
Reporte of the Ma'ne Insane Hospital and East
advantage, as the law forbade liquor adera Maine Insane Hospital—190S.
vertisements in them, while papers pub
Report of the Maine Commissioners on the
Monument erected at Salisbury, N. C.—
lished outside containing the same adhere.
circulations
had
vertisements
large
Report of State Prison—1908.
It is a question how badly Maine pub- Eighteenth Annual Report of the Board of
State Assessors. Valuation of 1908.
lishers really feel about the matter. A
Keport of the Ml lury and Naval Orphan
great many of the paper* published outAsylum—1907-8.
side the state do not use liquor ad ver Thirty-fourth Annual Report of the Indu trial
S« liool for Girls—1908.
tisemeots even with no law forbidding
Report of the Auditor of ^tate Printing—1908
them, and it is safe to say that if the Annus! report of the School for Boys—19os.
Maine law were repealed, very few of i Fourth Ai.nual Repo-t of the Commissioner of
Highway·—'1908.
the Maine papers would have any use
Report of Industrial and Labor Statistics—1908.
for liquor advertisements. Even aside Maine School Report—1!*>8.
from moral considerations, it would be Report of the ^ea and Sbore Fisheries—1907-S.
annual report of the Bank Exdecidedly poor policy to engage in that Fifty-second
aminer—1908.
line of business.
Annual report of the Maine School for the Deaf
Paris,
Norway,
South

to

Shurtleff's Drug Store.
Noyes* Drug Store.
Stone's Drug Store.

j

[

Petitions are now in circulation in
voicing the referendum on three measthe last legislature.
ures passed by

—1UU7-S.
Report of Commissioners of Contagious Dl-e
of Λ nlmals—1908

mcs

Bryant's
Baptist Society

Pond.

the appropriation of 9350,000
have invited A.
The
They
for an addition to the state house, the M. Whitman Post to attend service at
division of the town of York, creating their church Memorial Sunday.
The
the new town of Oorges, and the "one sermon will be delivered by Rev. C. I).
per cent beer law," so called, in which McKenzie
neither beer nor percentage is mentioned.
Huel Wood of Milan visited at F. M.
Morse's Thursday.
The saw room crew at the «pool mill
It would hardly be possible to select
would better were discharged May 20. These men
which
three measures
four months and
have been
represent the good and bad features of have sawed employed
nearly twelve hundred cords
the referendum, its possibilities of good
of
iuto
aud
birch
dowel strips.
spool
The state house
sense and absurdity.
Frank Newell has rented his place at
appropriation, although we believe it a the south
end, and is living at present
proper thing to pass, providing for real
with his father-in-law, James W. Powers.
Deeds, is nevertheless a measure which
Horace Littlefield is now a traveling
may as appropriately as auy that could
be picked out be subjec* to the approval salesman for the International HarvestThe York ing Co.
or disapproval of the people.
C. L. Heath whs in Portland several
division, if referred at all, should have
been referred to the people directly af- days last week on business.
Geo. L. Cushman has recently purfected, not to the whole state. As for
the third measure, while a referendum chased a naphtha launch, which lie will
put into South Pond this summer.
on it may not look trivial to those whose
Robert Whitman of Worcester is visithappiness largely depends upon the oprelatives here.
ing
portunity to buy that feeble stuff known
Adelbert Perham is quite sick with
as two per cent beer, to those who have
trouble.
no use for the aforesaid two
per cent lung
Mrs. Ola Bucknam is in Philadelphia
beer it looks a great deal like an absurdon a visit to her husband. Dr. Bucknam,
ity.
who is taking a course of study there.
Memorial Day services will be held
Since the above was in type, it I· learn- here
Mondav, May 31st, under the dia
in
for
are
circulation
ed tbat petitions
rection of A. M. Whitman Poet. Owing
referendum on two or three other meas- to the afternoon
engagement of Mr. Litures. all of such a character that the re
tle, who is to deliver the oration, the
marks as to the York division apply to
services here will be held in the morning
them, as they are all really local matter.. All societies and the schools will
partie
of direct interest to a fraction of the
ipate. In the afternoon the Post will
people of the stat.>, but of only very attend the services at Locke's Mills.
slight and indirect concern if any to the
whole people-in fact, matters which
Greenwood.
are not strictly proper subjects of a state
The school war at the City is still on.
The only case in wh;ch
referendum
but we trust it will not be so disastrous
there is anything approaching state-wide as the
(un)civil war proved to be, neaily
Interest is in the matter of the Bar Har- 50
years ago.
bor automobile exclusion act, m which
Monday, our school teacher was taken
there is a principle involved that may with the
jumping toothache, and the
affect any citizen. But even m tha next
she wont to the Pond and had
day
is
case the'referendum
being promoted the troublesome molar extracted, toand opposed simply by those who have a
folwith two others. The
direct pecuniary interest on one side or gether she resumed her school day
and felt
lowing
the other.
much relieved.
Erastus Bryant seems to be getting
Governor Draper of Massachusetts along fairly well, but his son, Newton, is
in
officers
Wellwas pulled up by police
having hard luck, being what some call
to ap- the
eeley the other day and
irony of fate. Within two years or
pear in court to answer to th· charge of less he has lost two horses, and the other
over-speeding. When the officers dis- day his three-year-old heifer died, shortcovered who he was they immediately ly after coming in. They think to bring
began to apologize, but Governor I ra- the calf up by hand.
t>er reassured them and told them they
West Sumner gave us some very inter"""
tb.ir Jut,, and "
esting information last week in regard to
law breaker he was just as guilty as any Alouzo Fuller of Hartford. We had a
other. The only criticism to be made very pleasant interview with him wheu
on this affair is tbat the officers should
visiting there in 1900, when he told us
not have made any apology.
all about being drafted for a soldier in
the Aroostook war, and many other
The Hamlin Centenary.
matters, and we have often wondered
Editor Democrat:
during the last year whether he was
Gratifying information comes to band still living. He had one older brother,
that the Maine Commandery of the Essec Fuller, who was still
living at the
Loval Legion at a meeting held in Kiver- advanced
age of 93 years. Wonder if he
ton
May 5tb, appointed a committee yet remains on the shores of time?*
consisting of Gen. Seldeu Connor, Gen.
The black dies are in evidence again,
Chamberlain and Maj Burrage, to plat and
although their bite or sting is not
a tablet on Pari" Hill in commemoration
quite so bad as that of the «tsetse fly of
of the centennial of Hannibal Ham.lti β
Africa, yet when they attack one in
birth and public services.
swarms, and each one with a lobster
The enclosed clipping from the Bangrip, it comes pretty near to what ie
gor News speaks for itself in a timely known as torture.
A city that is set on a bill canmanner.
There has been a good deal of sickness
wh«n ,l
not be hidden, particularly
for some time in town, and Mrs. Brooks1
has been illumined by the light of pa- little
daughter, Martha, is among the
triotism. The people of the atate of sick ones.
Maine are looking towards 1 ans Hill
The mumps and measles-are also said
and are asking what we are going to do to have
put in an appearance.
with the opportunity that most properly
Possibly, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Herrick
a
than
hint
is
better
to
us.
A
belongs
of Patch Mountain were somewhat dismany times. Can we afford to
appointed to learn that their second
fail our proper and
baby was also a girl instead of a boy.
are

«^«ed
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boostf
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nationa^obligatione.
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Pronounced eateea,

accent

on

the

first

syllable.
HAMLIN, 1809-1909.
If public sentiment can be s*id to origCelia Pike is at work at George Jackinate in any one place, it is probable son's on
High Street.
that the idea of having acentennial
Mrs. Charles Marshall and Mrs. Daniel
birthday anniversary celebration to Hill of Paris called on friends here
honor the late Vie*President Hamlin on

Oxforil Thursday.

August 27, originated
Lena, little daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
County with the "Oxford Bears,' among Ed Pike, has been very sick for a numHamlin was
over

in

whose ancestors Hannibal
born 100 years ago this coming
Though the fame of the Kre»* ®ntl"
slavery leader escaped outside of Oxford
ag
County three-quarters of a
and his deeds have been
for more than half a century, the home
oeople in the old home town feel as if
they love Maine's greatest citizen more
deeply and have larger proprietary
rights in upholding his memory than
can be claimed by residents in any other
Util». A. fondly »
and Bangor cherish the memory of Han
Oxford
ni bal Hamlin, it is Paris Hill
County that "gave him his "tart, and
claim
therefore Paris Hill holds prior
In view of the fact that Maine will be
filled with summer visitors all through
and that many Maine towns
and citiee will be holding Old Home
Week celebrations approximately at the
Mme time the 100th anniversary of Hamlin's natal day arrives, the
the old
combine all the dear features
home, the old residents and the distinguished aons and daughters into one
festival at l'aria Hill has become a
mastering desire, which simply waits for
the residents of Oxford County to say
the word, and call hundreds and thousands of former Maine residents and
regular Maine reeldenta to the birthplace
of Maine's great anti-slavery leader, who I
for more than four very arduous years.
wai intimately associated with Abraham

^ntury

mak,D5khl"to''>

TZtot

Jn

AnVust,

tapoj» g
o|

■zlald

Linooln, the great emancipator.

ber of days, requiring the care of a physician.
Mrs. George Richardson is con lined to
the house because of a sprain received
by being thrown from the wagon.
Viva Yates is at work at Fred Cole's.
Mrs. Fred Edgerley is sick with the

grippe.

Alva Estes is working on the foundation of one of Bates' new houses.
Thanks from the writer to the Bryant's Pond frieui, whoever it was, for
the post card received to-day.
Mrs. Annie Holmes and daughter Mildred of Norway spent Sanday with her
daughter, Mrs. Will Yates.
Ma ν basket hanging produces quite a
good deal of merriment just now.

Bockfldd.
Herbert Hall of Maiden, Mua., baa
been Id town for a few days.
Principal Arthur Peaaley of tbe high
aohool entertained one of bla college
frlenda from Lewlaton over Sunday.
Ball game between tbe Alerta and tbe

Wednesday

afternoon
Alerta by a
Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Cnrtis attended the resulted in a victory for the
called to th. State Conference
of
Congregational ■core of 12 to 8.
Mr. and Mra. Κ. N. Prince arrived
house of John Matt near North Paris last charches this week, which met at Cumbare from New Tork Thursday afterwhere he officiated at a Finn berland Mills, Weetbrook.
Mr. Cleve Bell and Miss Marion Mor- noon.
wedding, making the ·βν®ηΛ
Miss Taylor of Lewlston waa tbe gueat
rill were united in marriage by Rev. C.
Mlsaea Deane Tuesday.
o,
L. Banghart and have began housekeep- of the
Tbe Dixie Minstrels from Turner gave
ing in Perley Andrews1 rent on Vernon
an entertainment at Nezinacot Hall FriStreet.
Both
a dance.
and relatives in town.
Mrs. 0. M. Manon, Mrs. Fannie Blsbee day evening, followed by
Dr Β. F. Roseman and family are ex- Lovejoy, Mrs. Emma W. Chandler, and show and dance were well patronized.
The road crews under Commissioner
pected to arrive about the first of June. Mrs. C. It. Banghart attended the W. C.
work this
Mrs. PhilaS. Davlshaa got moved into T. U. county convention which met at Bert Parsons commenced
week. Work has been delayed on acber house, and John E. Brock and fam y West Paris May 18-19.
wet
weather.
continued
of
the
oount
have moved into the rent over Shaw a
Wednesday noon, an alarm of fire was
Frank Hardy of Andover, Mass., baa
given which caused a great commotion,
S. W.Dunham arevleit- but it proved to be only the burning out been with his uncle, C. C. Withlngton,
for a few days, and while here purchased
ing their son, H. R. Dunham, at Water- of a chimney.
Mr. Davis Lovejoy has returned from a horse which he shipped home.
Mrs. Mary Cole has been quite ill for
J. Mann, while on a recenUrip Rumford, where he served upon the
a week with pneumonia.
to Boston, purchased a nice looking j'"y.
Mrs. Hannah Parsons went to Nashua,
Bulck automobile, which he is now tryMr. L T. Barker, who was somewhat
Ν. Π., Friday, accompanied by her niece,
ing around town. It is a gasolineι mo to r lodisposed last week, is improving.
Mrs. Parsons
Work has begun on the Oould Acadomy Mies Christine Clough.
power with two seats which will hold
will make her home with her sister.

high achool

team

Tnelday

-iï ttSSS09& Bor
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dormitory.

had
Mr. J. U. Purington Is having his
special religious
last week, and one wedding at house wired for electric lighting.
the Baptist church. Beside their own
Mrs. Lauretta Valentine attended the
pastor, there was special preaching by a State Conference of Congregational
voung Finn minister from Boston.
churches.
Mrs. Inez Briggs Hammond ο
Mr. W. H. Toung held an auotion of
Ν. H., is visiting her mother and broth- household goods Saturday.
He is to
occupy the late J. Π. Barrows1 house
Clarence Curtis of Boston is which he has purchased.
having his annual two weeks' vacation,
Wednesday eveniQg, Brown Post and
and after going on a short sight seeing Relief Corps observed their anniversary.
and
see
his
Maine
to
came
to
he
A programme in observance of Peace
trip,
mother, Mrs. A. R Bucknam. He is Day was given. The exercises were very
now on a fishing trip in company with
interesting.
Mr. Ilarry Gerrv of South Paris.
May 23 was observed by Brown Post
The district Rebekah meeting is to be and the W. R. C. as memorial Sunday.
held Tuesday evening of this week, May The exercises were held at the M. E.
•25 here with Onward Lodge, No. 2». church, Rev. C. L. Banghart preaching
Bethel Lodge is invited to attend and the annual sermon.
the session will be of more nterest a>
Monday, May Slst, will be observed as
the vice-president of the Rebekah assem- Memorial Day with appropriate exercises. In the morning the graves of
bly will be present.
The W. C. T. U. will have a union comrades will be visited, and music and
Gospel temperance service Sunday even- prayer with short speeches will make up
ing. May 30. at the M. E. church. Rev. the programme. In the afternoon the
L. W. Raymond will give the address.
exercises at the soldiers1 monument will
At the morning service May 30 at the be especially helpful and instructive for
the
and
church
music
serUniversalis
the children. Exercises will be held in
mon will be with special reference to Oleon Hall in the evening.
■Arvices

^Berlin.

βΓ,Μτ. ^S.

Memorial Day.

West Bethel.
As some of our citizens desire to go to
"It le satit If April from May doth borrow.
other places on Monday for the
What
April pays back, will make one sorrow,
ance of Memorial Day, it was decided to
For May In return muet take April weather,
bave exercises in memory of the day With sunshine anil tears well mixed together."
here on Saturday afternoon, May 29
The line of march will form at 2.30
"Now, the husband soft goe« tipping,
Just as quiet as a mouse,
,· m in front of the Baptist church and
On thn soapsuds he keeps slipping,
will proceed to the cemetery for decoraKor hie wife Is cleaning house."
tion of the soldiers' graves.
West Sumner.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Ricker of Hartford
called on Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Chandler

"To gather worms at break of (lay
He dlggeth at tlio barnyard gate;
And fearing lest they crawl awav,
He holileth In his mouth the bait."

Rev. Z. J. Wheeler and wife vieited
James Buck returned Saturday from a relatives hero last week.
Miss Susan Tyler is with her grandtrip to Auburn. Mr. Buck has regained
his usual health.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Rolfe, in
On account of the rain there were no Northwest Albany.
The rain which came last week was
services in the Baptist church Sunday.
most gladly welcomed by farmers and
The mumps still linger here.
Mrs. W. E. Lothrop and three of river drivers.
W. A. Farwell has bought a horse of
Cyrus Hazelton's children are recovering
Mrs. Helen Tyler to make a team for
from the mumps.
P. G. Barrett has gone to Mexico to farm work.
Cleveland Bell and Miss Marion Moroversee the interment of hi* father's remains, which at the time of his father s rill were married in the home of the
bride's parents on May 15th.
('eath were placsd in a tomb.
Fred Keniston of South Paris was in
Cornelius Thomas of Auburn is the
town last week, the guest of Charles P.
guest of James Buck.
»,
Π. C. Thomas and W. L·. Doble ex- Dennison.
House cleaning,
painting, papering
pect to leave Monday, May 24, for
Massachusetts, where they plan to go and whitewashing is the chief business
homes.
in many
canvaesing.
Mrs. Sarah W. Brown has gone to
Charles Ryerson has two white Wyandotte hens that although they are North Waterford to stay a few weeks.
The personal
each caring for a large flock of chickens
property of the late
lay every day. Mr. Ryerson has an in- Peter Wheeler and wife, who were killed
cubator and brooder and has been suc- by the cars on March 1st, was sold at
auction Saturday.
cessful in the hen business.
Charles Rollins and Miss Edith Baker
Lizzie Robbins, the sixteen-year-old
daughter of Mrs. D. W. Pratt, who was were united in marriage on Thursday,
operated on for appendicitis at a hos- May 13th, and have begun housekeeping
pital in Lewiston a short time ago, in in the "Beehive.11
Ernest Wheeler of Portland was in
doing well.
,
H. town last week on business connected
Walter, the eleven-year-old son or u
C Thomas, was taken to a hospital at with the settlement of the eetate of the
Lewiston Thuwday suffering from an late Peter Wheeler and wife.
M. M. O'Reilly has bought a hundred
The boy was
attack of appendicitis
accompanied by his father and Dr. H. r. incubator hatched chickens, and L. Ε
Allen and Miss Mina Tyler fifty each.
Atwood.
....
Rev. W. G. Shaunessy, for three years
Clinton Mayhew has sold his farm to
George Noves and is now living with his a missionary in the Philippine Islands,
preached in Union church on Sunday,
daughter, Mrs. Walter Chandler.
Mrs. Florence Doble, widow of Benj. May 9th, and Thursday evening, May
Doble, has moved back to Auburn where 13th.
she formerly
resided. Mrs.
Doble β
Bast Sumner.
daughter, Mrs. Barrie, has also gone to
A party of young people went to BuckAuburn to live.
Frank Chandler has already begun fto field on Friday evening to attend a
haul lumber on to the Horatio Chand er drama presented by a
troupe from
HV..I1J1
■Turner.
war
veterans and
the
of
civil
Several
burned. Mr. Chandler expects to have
members of the Relief Corps were guests
his barn up before haying.
of TTni/tn fl r« nrn r\n QatiirHov
The announcement of the marriage of
H. G. Stephens has added to bis stock
Rollin N. Stetson to Mrs. Belle Corbett
Jones was a surprise to Mr. Stetson's of stock feeds quite a line of hardware,
friends, who wish them many years of grass seeds, paints and oils, gasoline and
farm implements, and is having a good
happiness.
S. B. Reading Club was entertained by trade. He also is prepared to do wood
Mrs. M. P. Heald Thursday afternoon and iron work. Wilson Bonney is doing
Poet; Rudyard Kipling. Reading, Lion the iron work for him.
Thomas Stephens, having come to reand the Mouse.
Refreshments were
served. The next meeting will be June side in the place, is seen on the streets
4th.
daily and ie among our class of aged and
"We" are
Memorial services will be held here much respected citizens.
Monday, May 31st, in the Universalist heading that way but still manage to
church. Rev. J. H. Little of South "keep the jewsharp a-going old man."
Paris will be the speaker of the day.
West Lovell.
After the-services in the church there
W. W. Durgln of West Stoneham
will be exercises in the cemetery by the
VV. R. Corps.
stopped at Z. McAllister's Wednesday
β. H. Barrows is having the house night on his way home from Stow.
Z. McAllister's brood sow bas a litter
that he purchased of C. P. Dunham put
in good order before moving in. Mr. of ten pigs.
W. S. Fox has been guiding for Β. E.
Barrows has already had new windows
put in and the interior is to be painted Brown.
and papered.
Lyman Hobbs of Fryeburg drove bis
The item concerning the lots in Pleas- cattle to the Styles place Monday.
D. W. Irish is quite sick in bed.
ant Pond Cemetery that was published
recently should have read—Last lot in
Peru.
old
of
has been sold

FridâV.

__

»

_

r%

part

cemetery

There are sixteen lots in new part of
cemetery yet for sale.
Percy M. Andrews of Portland, son of
David Andrews, has been here assisting
his parents in moving out the remainder
of their household goods. Mrs. David
Andrews went Monday to Richmond
Mrs. Andrews was accompanied by her
son-in-law, Mr. Webber of Richmond,
who has also been here to see about
driving the cattle through to Richmond,
where Mr. and Mrs. Andrews are going
to live with their daughter.
There was a full attendance at the W
R. Corps Saturday, the 15th inst. There
were initiatory exercises, Mrs. A. G.
Wheeler becoming a member of the
Corps. Memorial services were held for
Mrs. Arabine M. Abbott, to which the
Post and friends of the family were invited. Among those present were Mr.
and Mrs. Stephen Heald and Mr·. Phila
Boswortb, East Sumner.
Hebron.
Miss Nina Glover has returned to St.
Barnabas Hospital after a two weeks'
vacation.
Mrs. A. M. Richardson and Norman
spent Saturday in Auburn.
The Ladies' Circle mtt with Mrs. Ellen
Gil man Tuesday afternoon.
Prof. Chester from Colby gave an illustrated lecture on biology at the

Academy Wednesday evening.

Mr. A. G. Bowman has been quite
sick for a few days. Dr. Caldwell of
Buckfield is in attendance.
North Waterford.
Remember the Kokomo's free dance is
riday night, the 28th.
The party that has been staying at the
Play-house nearly two weeks went away

Friday.
George

Farnham has been on the sick

list.
Carl Hatch and Bert Brawn went fishing at Kezar River and got 91 trout.
Will McAllister's mother from Stonebam is visiting him.
Henry Elliott and Frank Coffin are
doing quite a business with their fish
team.
Chandler Merrill has been doing quite
North Stoneham.
a lot of grafting trees.
is
and
Adams
sick
as
Mrs. Catherine Grover and daughter,
Sylvester
quite
and daughter,
be is quite aged it makes it quite hard Mrs. Will Newoomb,
for him.
Dorothy, started for the wast Thursday
Christopher Adams from Pennsylvania on a visit to relatives.
is here visiting his brother, Sylvester
Norway Lake.
Adams.
Mrs. James Crockett is very much betHarry A. McKeen of East StoBeham.
while at work in the mill here, got his ter of her lameness. She is about as
hand sawed badly. He put his hand in usual now.
undvi the saws at the gang stripper to
C. A. Stephens, M. D., is in Boston
The saws caught just now.
remove some stick*.
the back of his hand, sawing the cord of
George Frost has finished work at C.
the forefinger nearly off and tore hie A. Stephens'. He has been there a year.
hand terribly.
Zenas Mills has taken his place.
Newton Newkirk of Boston ia at I. A.
Mrs. Sabrina Lasselle has moved back
Andrews' for a lew weak*' Sthing.
to her borne.

Hiram.
Our

community

was'

saddened

on

Thursday, the 13th, by the death of Mrs.
Mabelle C., wife of Mr. Henry W. Merrill; after a long illness of heart disease.
She was born in Naples, Jau. 18th, 1855,
a daughter of Wm. B. and Eliza A.
Bailey. She was married Oct. 14th,

1881, and resided in Denmark fifteen
years, and for the last twelve years in
Hiram village. She was a member of
Silver Rebekab Lodge and Past Chancellor of Saco Valley Assembly of
Pythian Sisters. She was a devoted
wife, a kind mother, a good neighbor,
amiable, estimable and beloved in all
the relatious of life. She leaves one
daughter, Maud L one son, George S.,
one sister, Mrs. Maggie H. McAllister
of East Stoneham. Tbe husband, being
well known in Pythian circles as Past
Vice-Chancellor of tbe Grand Lodge of
Maine, will, with his family, receive tbe
sympathy of tbe fraternity and of our
entire community in their sorrow. The
funeral was attended on Sunday by Rev.
Mr. Smith of the Universalist church.
Mr. Eli C. Wadsworth went to Standifh Tuesday to deliver fruit treos, It being tbe last of 9275 worth sent to Hiram,
Baldwin, Sebago, Cornish and Standish
from the firm of Hiram H. Gurney &
Co. of Auburn. Mr. Wadsworth will
set 150 apple trees, bringing his full
number up to 1000.
Mr. T. O. Atkins of Cuba was in town
Friday looking for a desirable farm.
On Thursday Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Fletcher of Auburn went to Denmark
with Eli C. Wadsworth aod bought a
farm.
An epidemio of influenza is now prevailing in Hiram.
We hope the sentence of Capt. P. C.
Haine, Jr., 8 to 10 years for manslaughter, will clear tbe air of brain-storms for
a while.
Miss Elsie Huntress is teaching on
Tear Cap Hill. Miss Louise Lamont is
teaching in the Durgin District, and
Miss Florence Sargent is teaching in the
Tripp District. All the schools are

prospering.

Close

VERDICT AGAINST

9EAYY

THE

MAINE

CENTRAL RAILROAD.
Id the case of Bernard Andrew· of
Canton va. tbe Harper ά Googln Co. of
Lewiatoo, after the evidence for tbe
plaintiff was in, the court ordered a verdict for tbe plaintiff in tbe snm of
1353.12, tbia being leaa than tbe amonnt

claimed.

bad previously
be defaulted for $335.14.

Tbe defence

Sled an offer to
One of tbe largeat verdicta ever awarded by a jury waa returned in the oaee of
Cbarlea E. Hill va. the Maine Central
Railroad Company, which waa tried in
the Supreme Judicial Court at Kumford
last week. Tbia waa the first case of the
week, and waa opened after tbe arriva)
of the forenoon train on Monday. The
action waa brought to recover damages
for tbe burning of the saw and planing
mill belonging to Hill at East Brownfiela,
on Feb. 23d, 1Θ08. It ia declared by tbe
plaintiff that the fire waa set by aparks
from a locomotive of tbe railroad coroj
pany. Something like thirty witneaaea
were examined in the courae of the trial.
No one testified to seeing sparks set the
Are, but the evidence was that on the
grade at that place the eugines had to
labor hard, and that shortly before tbe
fire was discovered a heavy freight train
passed throwing out sparka. The train
men testified that there was a spark arrester on the engine which would prevent ita throwing ont large sparks.
F. V. Matthews, Esq., of Portland,
was counsel for tbe plaintiff, and White
& Carter of Lewiston, and Bisbee &
Parker of Rumford, for the defendant

uor

Wing.

Buyers

J'rtrUII lfi>t
are

ill I.

UIIU

«U

a.

V/.

The case went to the jury Tuesday
afternoon, and an agreement was not
reached until after adjournment, whrn
it was sealed, and tbe next morning a
verdict was returned for the plaintiff of
$7,269 30
The case has been appealed, and will
go to the law court.
The next case tried was Charles F.
Canwell vs. John A. Morse et al. The
plaintiff lives in Hartford, defendants in
Bath. The suit was brought to recover
for sawing lumber with the plaintiff's
portable mill in Georgetown. After the
plaintiff's evidence was in, a non-suit
wan ordered.
Dyer for plaintiff, Staples
& Glidden for defence.
In the case of Elliott W. Howeof Rumford vs. Norman McLeud of the same
town, a verdict for the plaintiff in the
This was a
sum of $03.23 was returned.
suit appealed from the Rumford Falls
Municipal Court for house furnishing
goods purchased of the plaintiff by the
defendant's wife. Tbe defence denied
tbe agency of the wife.

offering twenty-five

cents

Oxford.
Charles Lovfjoy has sold his house
and lot on High Street to Mr. Knight of
Massachusetts.
Governor Fernald will deliver the
Memorial address Saturday afternoon,
May 29tb, instead of Monday as first
stated. Rev. Mr. Little will preach the
Memorial sermon Sunday at the Congre(rationalist church. T. A. Roberts O.
A. R. was presented with ten dollars by
the Woman's Relief Corpe.
Mr. Bemis has sold 130 acres of his
woodland in Oxford on Mount Hunger
road to Fred McCann of Mechanic Falls.
Charles Robinson, blacksmith, has
closed his work here and gone to South
Paris. Mr. Marcott of West Poland is
now at work here at blacksmithing.

East Brownfield.

The family that hasn't eaten Quaker
Oats griddle cakes has a delightful surprise coming to it. Besides the delicious flavor, there is the pleasure of
knowing you can eat all you want, and

They

the more you eat the /better for you.
The best of all foods for anyone

strength and vigor.
Hundreds of thousands of packages
of Quaker Oats are consumed in Ger·
all of it is
many annually and almost
ta te η in the form of Quaker Oats
wanting

popular

Here's the best recipe for making

them :

2 cups Quaker Onts (uncooked): IH cap
flour; I teaspooniul salt- I t<-aspoonful soda—
dissolve in two tablrspoonfuls hot waterI teaspoonfu! baking powder (mix in flour):2^
cups sour milk or buttermilk; 2 eggs beaten
lightly; I tablespconful sugar: I or 2 tablespoonfuls melted butter (according to richneu
of milk).
Prace··: Soak Quaker Oats over night in
milk. Id the morning mix and sift flour, soda,
sugar and salt —add this to Quaker Oats
mixture and quantity of melted butter; add
cook
eggs beaten liuhtly—beat thoroughly and
U griddle cakes—tbey make your moutb

for the Price.
common sense

heel and

toe.

and GUN METAL with

toe.

A full line of Ox Blood and Tan, all

a

nar-

styles.

We Have the Best Line of Evangeline
Shoes We Have Ever Had and They
Are Worth the Price.

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.,
Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINE.
Velepl&ono 1X0*8.

for more.

A Missive
from
This

particular

a

S. RICHARDS,

fliss.

miss has about her

sentences were imposed in a few cases.
Henry Gauvin of Rumford, now serving a sentence of sixty days in jail on a
search and seizure, pleaded guilty on
several other indictments, and on one
took a sentence of $100 and costs or
sixty days in jail. Tbe other two cases
Gauvin was tbe agent
were continued.
of Hoyt's Express at Rumford. Be was
indicted at the March term, and disappeared while under bonds for his appearance from day to day, but after
court had adjourned returned and took
sentence on one of the cases against
him.
Norman McLeod of Rumford took a
sentence of $100 fine and three months
in jail on liquor cases.
Bert Gordon of Rumford on a search
and seizure process appealed from tbe
municipal court, on representation to
the court that be bad gone out of the
business, was sentenced to pay a fine of
$100 and costs. He paid and was dis-

Wheeler.

Whlttemore.

Frank Landry of Rumford from Rosa Landry
of Ber'ln, Ν. (I. Desertion and adultery.
Hutching.
Dalev II. Parker of Rumford from II idle y 8.
V. Parker of Conway, Ν. II. Cruel and abusive
treatment.
Λ. E. Stearns.

Myrt FlflcM of Norway fn-m Henry Eu·
Desertion.
Flfleld of Wllklnsvllle, S. C.
amc of libelant changed to Eva Myrt French,
her m-tlden name.
Kimball A Son.
Eva

Sine

Conrt adjourned
Wednesday
after a busy session of eight days.

night

Ask for Allen's Foot-Ease.

powder for swollen, tired, hot, smarting feet.
Sample sent FREE. Also Free Sample of the
Foot-Ease Sanitary Corn-Pad. a new Inven
tlon. Address, Allen 8. Olmsted. Le Roy, Ν. Y.
A

Bankrupt's

In the matter of
ELIAB L.

Petition for

Discharge.

)
BUCK,
} In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
To the Hon. Clakf.nce IIalk, Judge of the District Court of the United States for the District
of Maine:

you

Ε

LIAR

L.

PARIS, MAINE.

SOUTH

you would note
that the watirmark in the paper and
them to be manu-

ter she is

mailing

envelope proclaim
factured by

Eaton, Crane & Pike.

If she could have obtained better
stationery she would have done so.

But she could not, neither can you.
The Eaton, Crane & Pike writing

in
his

made in the famous Berkshire Hills of Massachusetts, where
papers

are

to be had in many different styles
and at many different prices. If the
in
paper you buy has the "Made
Berkshire" trade mark you will like

it.

We carry

an

is sufficient guarantee that the interests of
every depositor will be carefully protected.
ness

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
of

extensive line of

South Paris, Maine.

TRY THE MONEY-BACKCURE FOR
INDIGESTION.
Nine times in ten stomach derangements are responsible (or sallow complexion, dull eyes and thin body.
It is the stomach that supplies nourishing blood to the muscles, the nerves, and
skin. If the stomach is healthy, plenty
of nutritious matter will be absorbed by
the blood. If it is not healthy, the food
will ferment, and undigested, will pass
along through the bowels, furnishing so
little nutritious matter that the blood
becomes impoverished, and the glow of
health vanishes.
If you sutler from nervousness, sick
headache, belching of gas, sour taste in
the moqth, heaviness after eating, or any
other miserable stomach disturbance,
you need Mi-o-na, and tho sooner you
get It the quicker you will be healthier
and happier.
It will relieve any dislressed stomach
It will
condition almost immediately.
F.
cure if used according to directions.
a
cents
it
50
for
A. Shurtleff & Co. sell
large box, and they think enough of il
to guarantee it to cure indigestion.

ΗΥΟΜΕΙ

A LOW PRICE
—

Wool

—

Carpets

Chas. F, Ridlon,
Corner

NORWAY,

and Danforth

Sts,,

MAINE.

of credit.

and

reputation of our directors and
the experience and ability of our officers with a
record of thirty-seven years of successful busi-

these celebrated papers.

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,

that

certainty

responsible

are

The business

stationery.
Eaton, Crane & Pike papers

are

sureties

or

with which he deals.

made into

The

applicants

Likewise, the prudent depositor should know
the character and the standing of the Bank

the best paper has been made for
Nothing but the
century.
purest rag cutting» are used, and
examined for
every sheet is carefully
blem'ehes and impurities before be-

ing

must know to a

making loans

worthy

over a

BUCK, of Dix field, In the
Mrs. E. A. 6. Stickney and Miss 1. H.
County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
In
said
respectfully represents, that
Stickney attended the county convention on the District,
13th day of March, last past, he was
Married, on the 18th, by Rev. Bernard of the W. C. T. U. May 18, 19.
duly adjudged bankrupt, under the Acts of
■ I ( PfMOUNCÎD ΜΙΜ Ο /ΙΕ) Μ
Granville Floyd of White Rock was a Congress relating
to Bankruptcy; that he has
Christopher of Canton, Marshall H.
surrendered all his property and rights of Cures catarrh or
Donnett's.
at
W.
E.
recent
duly
Just
guest
Babb and Miss Daisy M. Conaot, both
money back.
with
all
the
has
and
fully complied
F. R. Bradbury is in Denmark for an property,
breathe it in Complete outfit, including
of Peru.
requirements of said Acts and of the orders of
Court touching his bankruptcy.
inhaler fl. Extra bottles 50ο. Druggists.
Mrs. Emma Conant is sick with dropsy indefinite time.
That he may bo deWherefore he prays,
In the suit C. E. Hill vs. M. C. R. R.
and Dr. Coolidge of Canton is attending
to nave a full discharge from
the
Court
creed
by
the complainant was awarded seven
her.
all debts provable against his estate under said
It hae been a cold and backward spring thousand dollars. The defendant, how- bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are excepted by law from such discharge.
but good weather for grass and it is ever, took exceptions.
Dated this 14th day of May, A. D. 1909.
Mrs. Frank Greeley spent May 10 with
looking well considering the set back it
ELIAB L. BUCK, Bankrupt.
Mr. and Mrs. John Greeley.
bad last fall.'
OUDEB OF NOTICE THEREON.
and
his
P. 6. Barrett of West Sumner
District or Maine, es.
ON
John'· Letter.
daughter Mona were in town on the 20th.
On this 22nd day of May, A. D. 1909, on readI cannot eeem to ing the foregoing petition, it Is—
Greenwood,
Well,
Sumner.
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
meet a moral, that is pat and pertinent,
the same on the 11th day of June, A. D.
Charles Varney has gone to Rumford to paste on to your Tale of the Bird and upon
1909, before said Court at Portland, In said DisFalls to work.
at
10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that
trict,
the Glass and the Fly. I am convinced
notice thereof be pnbllshed In the Oxford DemGeorge Burgess has sold hie farm to beyond all reasonable doubt that bad ocrat,
a newspaper printed In said District, and
Ilarry Tibbitts. Mr. Burgess is un- the Bird not been looking through a that all known creditors, and other persons In
decided where he will go.
glass darkly, but had met the Fly face to Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
Ellsworth Piper and wife of Hartford face with no obstruction to harass and and show cause, If any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner snoula not be granted.
visited at W. E. Bowber's recently.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
perplex the Bird, there would have been
M. R. Ford and family of Hartford one less Fly on the "Bennett place." the Clerk shall send by mall to all known cred- ο close out odd patterns and clear
itors copies of said petition and this order, advisited at Edwin Bonney's May 16th.
Quite likely the Bird is puzzling its little dressed to them at teelr places of residence as
■jp stock.
Walter Thomas is ill with appendicitis. brain over the phenomenon to this day, stated.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
Willis Ames is working at Morrill's as we lords and ladies puzzle over the
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portmill. Willie Andrews is firing.
things we cannot understand.
land, In said District, on the 22nd day of May,
It is all right, birdie. Don't you fret. A. D. 1909.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[l. β.]
There are good fat flies that you can
Albany.
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest .-JAMES Β. HEWEY, Clerk.
Mrs. Amelia Grover is on the sick list. take at your leisure, on tho outside, and
Dr. Bedard of Norway was in town when you will. You cannot spin, but
provision has been made for you outside
last week.
NOTICE.
who teaches at the windows of the Bennett place. "He
Maidie Haselton,
The subscriber hereby gives notice that be
Main
hand
and
the
his
has
been
executor of the last
supplieth
duly
appointed
the
openeth
been
ill
with
has
Hunt'· Corner,
wants of every living thing.'1 Help will and testament of
grippe.
JENNIE H. BUMPU8, late of Oxford,
Mrs. F. G. Sloan visited at her broth- yourself and elng praises, and don't copy In the County of Oxford, deceased. All perus except in the eating.
sons having demands against the estate of said
er's, Elliott Rich's, in Bethel the 20th.
And now go and build your little leceased are desired to present the same for setMrs. Myra Lord called on Mrs. Amelia
and all Indebted thereto are requested
home in a snug, safe place away from tlement,
Grover the 19tb.
to make payment Immediately.
NOTICE.
CHARLES H. BUMPU8.
May l&h, 1909.
Mrs. Catherine Grover, Mrs. Flora the cat and Johnnie with bis gun—if
We do hope that when you
can.
The subscriber hereby give* notice that ibe I
Newcomb and daughter Dorothy went
has been duly appointed administratrix of the |
eave us by-and-by, you may be able to
NOTICE.
to Flint, Mich., last week.
ntate of
take with you six of your very own and
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
ALBION P. BOWKER, late of Woodstock,
two times six if you can manage it and been dnly appointed administrator of the η the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
South Rumford.
sstate of
All person· having
a* the law direct·.
sends
feel that way, but you must be careful
8ΛΒΑΗ E. D1N8MORE, late of Hiram,
lemande against the estate of «aid deceased
Mr. and Mrs. Guy McCormick and and wise and sly. Run no chances.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
ire desired to present the same for settlement,
little son from New Hampshire visited
Did I understand you to say, Green- bonds as the law directs. All persons having ind all Indebted thereto are requested to make
the estate of said deceased are layment Immediately.
lemands
at their cousin's, Mrs. W. F. Clark's, wood, that it
has, been, and is, rather leslred toagainst
present the same for settlement, and
ANGELINE M. BOWKER.
last week.
moist in your part of the heritage? It til Indebted thereto are requested to make payUay 18tb, 1909.
Mrs. Henry Thurston is visiting her has been, and is, so wet here that the nent Immediately.
CHARLES RANKIN.
daughter, Mrs. Fred Keith, in Aubnrn. inhabitants, so far as heard from, have May 18th, 1909.
NOTICE.
Lee Elliott bas bought bim a team.
become web-footed.
Nature arranges
NOTICE.
Mrs. Drusilla Jackson is visiting her eucb
The Bubecrlber hereby give· notice that he has I
things nicely.
>een
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
duly appointed admlnlatrator of the |
nephew, William E. Putnam, in Dixfield.
Those of us who remember the year
îstate of
ias been duly appointed executor of the last
George Pye is able to work on his gone by do not feel to utter a complaint. will
HANNIRàL ANDREWS,
and testament of
late of Milton Plantation,
farm, but will not return to his work in It delays planting, but grass Is having a
LUCY 8. LIBBY, late of Greenwoof,
η the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
η the County of Oxford, deceased. AU persons
the chemical mill this summer.
satisfactory resurrection, and grass is laving
demands again et the estate of said de- >ond· as the law directs. All persons having
the anobor of our hope.
based are desired to present the same for settle- lemande against the estate of said deceased are
Locke's Mills.
"There are shadows In the valley,
nent, and all Indebted thereto are requested to leslred to present the same for settlement, and
ill Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
nake payment Immediately.
But there's sonshtne on the hills—
On account of the rain there were no
JESSE Γ LIBBY.
nent Immediately.
May mh, 1909.
JAMBS 8. WRIGHT.
services at the Union church on Sunday, of June. All things come to hi m who
May 18th, 1909.
works and waits.
May 16.
NOTICE.
John.
Addison Bryant and Azel Bryant have
NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
finished work in the saw mill at Bryant!·
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she I
ias been dnly appointed administratrix of the
of the
ias been duly appointed executrix
Pond.
By the capsizing of a canoe Tuesday ιβ ta te of
1 aat will and testament of
THOM>8 O. LURVBY, late of Paris,
Mr. E. L. Tebbets, who bas been ifternoon in the Penobscot River, WilW.
AUTSIN
late
of
Paria,
ROYAL,
of Oxford, deceased, and given
η the
serlonsly ill for so long, is gaining slow- liam McNeil, 18 years of age, son of Mrs. tonds County
as the law directs. AU persons having I η the County of Oxford, deceased. All penons
Florence McNeil of Bangor, waa drown- lemands against the estate of said deceased i I taring domands against the estate of said delydesired to present the same for settleMrs. Helen Bryant attended the Grand id, and Linwood Fernald of Brewer nar- m desired to present the same for settlement, eased are all
indebted thereto an requested to
Dent, and
md aU Indebted thereto are requested to make
Lodge of Pythian Siatera which was held rowly escaped with bis life. Besides his tay ment Immediately.
ι sake payment Immediately.
ESTHER 1. ROYAL.
1909.
in Portland Wednesday.
mother MoNell leave· five sisters.
DAVIS.
ANNIE
I.
1906.
May
18th,
Hay 18th,

Îrou

Can be Made

as

KID, PATENT KID

Also VICI
j ow

griddle cakes. In the New York
cereal restaurant of the Quaker Oats
Company these griddle cakes are very

water

Good

are as

We have them in VICI KID,

more

a distinct air of style and up-to-dateShe knows what is correct
ness.
CRIMINAL BUSINESS.
Although this term is not for criminal and in accordance with good taste.
business except by special arrangement,
see at close range the let
Could

It.

per pound for wool, but it is too cold to
shear.

Try them todtyl

corporation.

Lovell.
The funeral service of Mrs. Aristeen
A. Chapman, wife of C. K. Chapman of
this town, was held at her late home on
Tuesday afternoon, attended by Rev. F.
H. Reeves, pastor of the Congregational
church, of which the deceased was a
member. A wealth of fioral tributes
from friends far and near attested to the
True
sorrow of many loving hearts.
and faithful in all the relatione of wife, charged.
Joesph Lieman of Rumford was tried
filled
mother, neighbor and friend, she
He
on an appealed case for single sale.
a large place in the hearts of the home
and sentenced to pay a
aud community and will be sadly missed. was found gnilty
fine of $50 and custs and serve thirty
Dickvale.
days in jail.
Albert Duffy, indicted some time ago
D. L. Chenery was showing his farm
and Charles
to a prospective purchaser last Thurs- for breaking and entering,
Randall, indicted for assault with a
day.
somo
time ago,
also
The dogs have begun their deadly raid dangerous weapon,
both of whom have been in tbe insane
on tbe sheep of J. H. Lovejoy & Son.
for observation, were brought
Tbey killed one and bit others last week. hospital
into court on Wednesday. Tbey were
Joseph A. Putnam sold bis stock, both
pronounced insane, and therefore
farming tools, etc., at auction May 10.
and both
Tbe lumber mill is still running full not guilty on tbe indictments,
were recommitted to tbe insane hospital.
blast.
showGerald Tracy and Arthur G'oolidge Duffy was very quiet, but Randall
fell from rolling logs into the mill pond ed bis insanity strongly, was considerably
a
scene
of
and
made
something
Wednesday, but were able to swim to excited,
the shore. It is great fun for a boy to in the court room.
Five divorces were decreed during the
ride a log In the pond till the log begins
as follows:
to turn first one way, then the other, term,
then tbe fun etops.
Edwin R. I.lbby of Hiram from Nancy C.
Vernon Farrar has a new sulky plow. Llbby of Maiden, Maes. Desertion.
Fox.
Charles Mathews is sending bis milk
Humid W Ssnn of Ka.et I.tvprmore from Rento Auburn.
Cruol and abusive
Hie R. Swan of Sumner.
Mrs. Frank Burnham of Leeds is visit- treatment. Custody of minor child to father.
lug

Evangeline Oxfords S3.

Quaker Oats Griddle Cake·

of May Court.

Norway, Maine.

Under the supervision of the United
States Government.

SCREEN YOUR WINDOWS
Thing Yet Out Is

The Best

The "Peerless" Adjustable Window Screen
BECAUSE

It Is made to fit all stock size windows.
Fits the window

casing

without attachments.

"stay put."
Can be put in or taken out instantly.
Needs no tools whatever, and
Is absolutely fly-tight.

Can be raised at will, and will

ordering, simply give

In

number of

and size of

one

lights

in

a

light.

window,

Wire, Nails, Garden Tools, Paints, Oils,
Hardware of Every Description.

Barbed

J. P. RICHARDSON, South Paris,

» us
we've strong on
models in Sack Suits.
want to see some of the

This
the

season

new

If you

dressy

new

and ask

styles

come

in here

to see the new

Hart, Schaffner & Marx
varsity models ; there are quite
a variety of styles in the line ;
some one

of them will he

sure

to suit you.

We've clothes of other makes
We would
too, lots of them.

be

pleased

to

show them to

you any time you

can

call.

H. B. Foster,
One Price Clothier,

Norway, Maine.

**»7flghl 19^ bv H»rt Schaifnrr he

M«n

LIGHT WEIGHT SUIT CASES
Better
a nice fiber Suit Case.
in the same material for $2.00 and
When in need of a

$1.50 buys

grades
$2.60.

SUIT CASE, TRUNK OR BAG
it will pay you to get my
my line.

I AM ES Ν.

prices

and

see

FAVOR, SSM%\hoerIucker

OX Mnln et.,

BTorway, Maine.

CASTOR IA For Infutsand Chddren.

Til UaJ Yh Hiii Alvm Beifibt

Bears the

Λ

ïî« (HtmA

flemoccat

SOUTHJ'ABJS.

Sirs. S. A. Bolster ο! Boston is
of M re. Angie Bolster.

AU member· of the W. C. T. U. wil l|
please remember the reception that la t<

given at the Congregational veatr;
Thursday evening, May 27. from 8 to 1C
It is especially hoped that all the nei

:

Bue Ball.

be

PARIS U.

There

Do not forget the entertainment ti
be given at the Methodist chuich oi
Mia
Thursday evening, May 27th.
Marion Wilson of Now York will giv
several of her excellent character atudie
in costume and there will be vocal musii
by some of our beat local talent. Thoa
who enjoy a first-class entertainment wil
rind it here, as a tine programme ha
been arranged. Admission 2ύ cents.

Mrs. W. W. Walker and son Harold ο f
Wood fords are visiting relatives at Sont
Paris.

Harold E. Uebbard is here from Lynn *
Mass., visiting his mother, Mrs. H. L

ilebbard.

The two iron bridges in the villag »
bave been given a coat of black paint b; r
the town.

BOLSTEB

DISTRICT.

Mrs. J. J- Murphy attended the Grant ^
A. J. Ayer is quite ill at the home ο
I. dge of I'ythiau listers in Portlam I his
daughter, Mrs. Fannie Small.
last week.
John
Swett arrived home last weel
,
bank:
first
both
Commencing Juue
from Kennebunk, where be spent tin
will close Saturday afternoons durini
winter.
the summer.
Mrs. Annie Swett, Mrs. I. D. Cum
lias
iron
returned
Sessions
G.
N.
Mr»
and Mrs. Mary Parsons atteude»
Providence, Κ. IM where sbe has beer ruinasW.
the
C. T. U. convention at Wee
with her sons for some months.
Paris last Tuesday.
Charles T. Buck, who recently sole
Dwight ftowell. who has been ill foi
his farm uear Snow's Falls, has move»
several weeks, was taken totbeCentr«
into W. B. Russell's house on Gothit
Maine General Hospital last Tuesday
Street.
where he underwent an operation foi
has
Stuart
visited
al
D.
Miss Lenna
appendicitis. We hear that his conditad a few days, and her moth tion is critical.
was there ovei
Stuart,
H.
J.
er. Mrs.
Memorial Dey Exercises.

Sunday.

Another revolution of the wheel of
Lewis H. Holt suffered a paralytic time has
brought us close to another
shock Sunday morning, rendering bis Memorial
Day—a day sacred to the
he was
left side use e«s. At last report*
memory of our honored dead who have
in serious condition.
crossed the mystic river and pitched
a tish
their teuts on the shore immortal. The
Verne Aldrich is ab>>ut to start
Tuesrunniu?
duties of the day are of impressive sig: >ute iu the two villages,
exHe
week.
of
each
and Friday
nificance, and the young are kindly reweek.
quested to refrain from games during
acts to beijiu this
the services.
Ti e degree will be conferred at the
While we scatter flowers on the graves
re^' ilar meeting of Mt. Pleasant Rebekah
of those whose forms lie at rest in our
I, ike Friday of this week and it is
cemeteries, let us not forget those heroes
the team be present.
a*ke<l
whose blood crimsoned the fields of the
in South and who
H M. Gerry, who is engaged
were rudely buried
V M C. A. work in Cambridge, Mass., where they fell.
a
few days
w.is in town with relatives
During the Civil War the heart of the
las' week, and also made a fishing trip A merican sold er was tested and found
to Lu veil.
tiue, then in his houor let "Old Glory"
Hammond, who has be hoisted over every echoolhouse, and
Mrs. Wm. G.
from the hume of every lover of country,
been >; ending the winter in Georgetown,
on the morning of Memorial Day.
ias returned to South Parie and is
Ma.*Monday, May 3lst, will be fittingly obwith the family of her brother, T. F.
served by W. K. Kimball Post, G. A. R.,
Hathaway.
as
Memorial Day.
The Sons of Vet1 harlotte Giles,
M
stenographer for erans, Ladies of the ft. A. R and chilthe Mas· η Manufacturing Co., is in Port· dren of the public schools with their
lain· t. r a few days raking the place of teachers, and ail patriotic people, are
the Ntrn ^rapberin the company's Port- cordially invited to participate in the
land office.
ceremonies of the day. The line will be
and will
Κ Strickland of Scheuectady, N. formed at 10:15 o'clock λ. m
Κ
march to Riverside Cemetery, where
V u,i> here for two or three days last
Mrs. Strickland, who has been will be held the usual exercises of the
week
Afiernoon sei vices at New Hall at
here for two weeks, went back with him day.
2 o'clock. Sundav, May 30th, memorial
ϋο bis return.
sermon by Rev. 'Γ. N. Kewley at the M.
Mrs. Miriam Stone is visited by her E. church at 2:30 o'clock ρ m.
Sons of
Brainard
of
ReadMrs.
sister,
Augustus
Veterans and Ladies of the G. A. R. are
Edward
Townsend
Her
tieU
brother,
invited to attend.
f bra^ville, Aroostook County, was
Uknky Maxim, Adjt.
week.
a
short
time
last
here

day

Mrs. George Ham of Portland has sold
her house on Western Avenue to George
F. Farnuru, who has occupied it for

The Delta Alpha- were entertained
Th rsday evening by Miss Grace Dudley some years.
Miss Edith Hatch at Miss Dudley's.
a:
J F. McArdle on Mouday of last week
Various games were played and a very sold his house on tligb Street to J.
al evening closed with refreshments. Hastings Bean. Mr. Bean on WednesWork on the court house addition is day sold the house to William A. Porter.
h int: up at present, as the supervising Mr. Porter and family, who have always
the rent over his store on the
architect, Mr. Coombs, refused to accept lived in
the granite which was shipped here for Square, will move to the McArdle house.
Maurice L. Moves is making preparanot up to the
m the building, as
tions to put a house ou the lot he res|'f (Rations in quality.
cently bought on Pine Street.
Ε. E. Chapman drove that pair of2A. L. Holmes has purchased a lot on
steers
white-faced
old
recently
the east side of Pine Street, next north
jear
mentioned in the Democrat on to the ! of the lot belonging to Maurice L.
». ties
the other day. They weighed NToyes.
Good enough for a
m the yoke.
J. F. Plummer has purchased for his
own use the stable on Pine Street which
pair Ζ years old in March.

Holmes as
This weather ie something more like has been occupied by Lincoln
a livery stable.
Mr. Holmes has movliviug. though there is quite a lot of
ed to a farm at North Bucktield.
r-' m yet for it to get up to the "seasonal
there are three single
At
average." It is very rarely that we have housespresent
and two double tenement houses
seven consecutive days with so little sunof
in different
in
course
construction
shine as there was last week.
parts of the village.
As next Monday is the day on which
Got Out of It Well.
if.·· Memorial Day exercises will be held,
the Democrat will not be prin'ed on that
One automobile owner in South Paris
day according to the usual custom, but is rejoicing in the possession of a skin
w ! be tweuty-four
hours late, appear- full of whole bones, not to mention the
ing un Tuesday. The delay is unpleas- car, which was not seriously damaged.
ant but unavoidable.
Even though there is a hole '•busted"
.1
K. Murch and Sanger S. Maxim in the side of the stable.
And it's a safe gamble that he'll never
went to Boston Fridav night, and returned with a Thomas Forty tive-passen- do it agaiu. But he's tested the power of
the machine, and is satisfied with it.
ger car. This car, which has been run a
The auto had been left just outside
II»'
(intra th^n ΜΠΜ
IU th« ΓΗΟΙ>the stable door, headed in. The owner
erty of Mr. Murch and the Maxim went out after
supper, got in and tried
tiers, and is now in Maxim's garage.
the levers, found them all right, stepped
Mr. and Mrs. Percival E. Ilatbaway down in front and turned the crank over.
are receiviug congratulations upon tho
H z ζ zzzip!
arrival, on Sunday morning, of a ten
He got out of the way just in time to
pound boy; and while you're congrafn- save himself.
laMtg don't forget that Mr. and Mrs. T.
But the red devil kept right on. It
iatliaway are the proud grandparents hit the gasoline barrel, which was full,
un i are not looking a bit unhappy about
swerved a little, aud rammed the side of
it either.
the «table, to the great damage of the
at least.
Advertised letters in South Paris Dost headlight»
And when another member of the
office May 24:
family, who had seen the affair through
Mm. L. C. Swift.
the window, jumped into the stable, he
Vuah 8. Bennett.
Mm. Lizzie Day.
found the fiend still chewing timber. It
Mr*. Lizzie ^terrien.
had taken out part of the studding and
Ml-tr Klora Marstou.
a brace, but didn't have start enough to
Mr John K. Reevor.
Lafii M'tle Wau-rbuuee.
go clear through.
Next time he cranks the car, it won't
Γ! e remains of Kev. Francis Orosvenor
be set on the low gear—or the high one
were brought here Tuesday for iuterKiverside
a,®ot
in
Cemetery. Mr. either, for that matter.
Groevenor, who was formerly of Paris,
The Poultry Association.
For the pa«t
wa* a Methodist minister.
A good number of the poultry raisers
few years he has had no pastorate, but
the meeting called at Eugine
has been living in Richmond, Maine, attended
Hall last
evening,
Monday
where he died. He was 74 years of age. House
Ernest P. Crockett, W. C. Thayer and
The assessors of tae South Paris Vil- Λ Ε. Shurtleff were chosen a committee
this year real to
3t'e Corporation find
prepare by-laws for the association.
e>rate to the amount of Sû27,5tJu, and The meeting adj-urned
till Tuesday
(
the
personal proper»* ?1S1,G10, making
evening of thie week at 7:30. when the
of
about
a
oU. valuation ·?7·>9,170,
gain
report of the committee will be heard
The total com- and acted upon.
ον«Γ last year.
mitment to the collector is $3,100, and
It is desired that all the poultry raismills, against 4.7 mills last ers of the vicinity shall participate in
rat?The » tax
has been committed to the organization and become members
year
Collector Alfred II. Jackson.
of the association which wtil undoubtedThere is some talk of a Sunday School ly be formed.
There is good interest in the matter,
d*y 'Q the early part of July, a»k- and the
prospect is that a creditable
Schools in this
iQii ail the Sunday
show will be held next winter.
district to unite with South Paris and poultry
.Norway schools. A picnic dinner and
Surprise Party.
"ports, and in the afternoon addresses
The members of the Junior Y. P. C.
by prominent Sunday School workers
from out of the state. What do you U. of the Universalist church and memthink of it? Please express yourself at bers of Mrs. J. S. Burbank's Sunday
School class, gave her a surprise party
Jour school next Sunday.
Thursday evening and presented her a
At least one more auto owned in town, handsome
Japanese vase as a token of
Portland
in
from
t
Β Clifford came
their kind regard for her. They also
roada
Keo
with
edne«day afternoon
carried a) silver bonbon dish, gold lined,
ster.
He shouldn't of course be sus- to Mr. and Mrs. Little, which was anbut
the
limit,
of
speed
pected exceeding
other surprise. The youug people were
it is related that a frieud who accom- all taken into the
library, where hearty
panied him to Portland thought he thanks were extended to the boys and
didn't have time to wait for the purchas
of good will. Retoken
their
girls for
in/ of lamps and other accessories, so he freshments were served and then a good
which
took the afternoon train home,
time was enjoyed by all till nearly ten
»rr ves at
He gained a number of o'clock. It is a treasure as well as a
o'clock
4
at
minutes by doing so, but
so
pleasure to have the good will ofwill
Clifford was cleaning up bis machine in
many yonng people, and their gift
bis own dooryard after the run from
of their good will for years to

However, they

inning.

same

quick

were

Κ. B.H. P.O. A.
0
114
3
3
2
2
4
8
10
0
119
12
14
0
0
0
1
0
1
4
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
3

4
4
2
3
...4
4
4
3
3

Hagott, e.g...
t.oweil, l.f
Dunhaiu, c.f.....
Kaeeon, r.f.........
Totals

5

31

8

0

7

NORWAY H. S.
A.B.

Κ

0
1
1
1
0

5
4
5
....4
4
......4
4
2
....4

'iC· I f.
Barker, c
Frost, r.f..

Parlrt

Stevens ρ

Total*

Β.H.

0
0
0

0
I
0

1
1
1
υ
1

1
2
3
8
3
1
ft
1
0

4

4

24

0

0

3(1

Α.

PO.

1
2
0
0
0

Κ

2
0
5

2
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0

10

4

Ο

Score by Innings.
12345678 «-Total.
2 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 X-5
Parte II. 8.,
Norway Η. 8.....0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 1—4

Two-base bits,
Karticl run*, Parts H. S. 1.
Barker, Partridge. Stolen base·, Barrows, Cutting. Haskell. Geary. Sacrifice hit. Froet. First
ba»e on bells, off Cutting 2; off Stevens 2
Struck out, by Steven» 5. Left on banes. Parle
U.S. 5; Norway H S. 8.

First base

on

errors,

Paris H. S. 2; Norway H. S. 7. Hit by pitched
ball, by Steven* 1. Umpires, Clark and Thompson. Scorer, Thayer.

BRYANT'S POND 9; PARIS H. 9. 2l> 3. j
Bryant's Pond school team defeated
the high school second team on the high |
school grounds Saturday forenoon by

the above score. It was their intention
to play the grammar school team in the
afternoon but the two teams decided
that they had rather witness the Norw ay-Paris High game than to play themselves, so the game was called off.

|

BRYANT'S POND.
Farnum,

S
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4

1113
2
2
13
8
4
2
2
J
1
3
1
0
10
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
3
1
1
0
0
0
1

0
0
1
0
0
0
0

43

13

2

s.s

Crooker, 3 b
Brown, 2 b

Hathaway, c
Adam·, l b
I.urvey.c.f
Jacob*, r.f
Cummlng», ρ
Crockett, l.f.

Totals,

9

À II.

3
3
-.4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Score
1 2

4

by Innings.
3

4

5

6

7

9

27

8

8

9-Total.

Bryant's ΡυηιΙ,.,0 00101 1 β 0— 9
Paris H. S.,2nd,..0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 0—3
Two base hlta, P. King. Crooker, Hathaway 2 {
Klrst base on balls,off Cummlngs 2; off Brooks 2,
Struck out, by Cummlnge 5; by
Kimball u.
Brooks 1, Kimball 2. Double plays, Brown unassisted Brook·, P. King, Kimball. First ba»e
on errors, Paris H. S. 2nd 2; Bryant's Pond 0.
Umpire,
lilt by pltth'd bal!, Jenne, Shurtleff.
Curtis. Scorer, C. Eusson.
Paris High School will play two gamns
this week. Oo Wednesday afternoon at
2:30 they will play Bridgton Ui>:b School
aDd this name ebould be a dandy, the
two teams having played one 2 to 1
game. On Saturday they will meet the
high school team from Lisbon Palls.
Both games will be played on the high
school grounds.

J

NORWAY

At the fair
noon

7;

LEWISTON A. C.

grounds Saturday

Norway easily defeated

0.
afterfrom

a team

Le wis ton.

---

"In Memoriam."
To her father and mother:
The following lines were written by
Ellen A. Harlow on the death of Nellie
Louise, wife of Dr. A. W. I)otibleday of
Boston, Mass.. who died April 5, 1D09.
She was the only daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. A. D. Cotton of Windsor, Vermont, and granddaughter of Hiram Pulsifer of this place.
Gone? Believe It not! Nearer 1· eh" at last

there.
In Christ's dear presence, with life just begun,
With him that blissful endless life to share,
Where you so soon shall join her, where
No fear of parting shadow· joy fore'er!

The grave? It empty lies, s'nee Uist glad hour
When Christ. a victor, burst from Joseph's tomb!
And now, for aye, no earthly clods hnve power
To hide her; springs *he up In fadeless bloom.
Your eyes shall sec U, wondering, then, at this :
The pain you felt so soon could turn to bliss.

(irand

come.

Trunk

Railway System.

SPECIAL Τ BAIN PARTY TO LEAVE PORTThe home of Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Monk
Buildings Burned at Mexico.
LAND AND BOSTON ON JULY 15TII.
the scene of a quiet but very pretty
to Allie
The buildings belonging
wedding Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock,
conMexico,
Richards'
Mill,
at
Mr. E. C. Bowler of Betbe), Me.,
*hen Mrs. Monk's brother, Frank E. Richards
were burned whose Pacific coast tours have delighted
Vood of Norway, was united in mar- sisting of house and barn,
2 o'clock Friday morning, May so many people throughout New Engriage to Miss Ann » W. Pearson of Water- at about
Mr. Richards was awakened by the land and Canada, announces a special
ford by Kev. J. H. Little. The bride 21.
hi· family had a nar- tour to start from Portland and Boston
was attende*] by Miss Louise Shank, and smoke, and he and
house. An on
the groom by Mr. Charles Billings, a row escape from the burning
July 15. The route is via Montreal,
the fire com- Chicago, Denver and Colorado Springs.
brother of the bride. The home of Mr. alarm waa given, but before
the
the
buildings
place
Two days, brim full of sight seeing, will
*nd Mrs. Monk was prettily decorated, pany could reach
An auto- be
and a small party of relatives were pres- were parctically destroyed.
spent at the two latter points. From
Wallace Stevens wan there the party will continue through
et and remained for an informal re- mobile belonging to
but the one belonging to Mr, the famous scenic route of the Denver
ception which followed the ceremony, saved,
together witfc and Rio Grande, through the Royal
ne newly married couple, after a week's Richards was burned,
The property Gorge to Salt Lake City, thence to Los
furniture.
absence, will be at home to all friends al most of the
was insured.
Angeles, San Francisco, Mt. in Shasta,
Norway Lake.
Seattle
Portland and Seattle. Will be
Murder.
New
for
Hampshire
Arrested
for New England Day, at the Alaska<>h, yes, this has been terribly cold,
th«
a
to
was
arrested
by
David S'evens
Youkon-Paoiflc Exposition, August 5th.
cloudy, backward weather, entitled
whole string of the most disrgreeablc officers at Rumford Palls Priday, chargThe return trip will be through the
bav« ed with the murder of Daniel Phillips In Canadian Rockies, thence to St. Paul,
»
you can invent. But we
bad things something like it before. It Walpole, N. H.t on the 15th of April Chicago and Niagara Fall·. The route
the Democrat office there is a photo
1908. The two men had been drinking for the tour is one of the roost cleverly
wai
•elected, affording the most rare at«raph of Main Street, Paris Hill, takec in a Walpole saloon, and Phillips
from mortal knife tractions and diversified scenery of any
morning of the 22d of May, 1892 later found suffering
th<
*'"ch shows the ground covered witi wounds. The arrest was made at
which has ever been advertised between
authori ι ocean and ocean. Full information may
tour inches of damp snow that fell th<
requestof the New Hampshire
New
har
Hampshire be obtained by addressing
tie·. Stevens will go to
night before. Some sheep owners
E. C. Bowler,
•beared their sheep and turned then without demanding requisition paper·.
tha
found
Bethel, Me.
°l't, and going to rescue tbem
weel
last
of
wai
® t!,e hill pasture· the snowfall
Up to the beginning
horses had been sold ii
■boot eight inches, and not all of i
about 300
Every Woman Will Be IaUrnted.
will prob
•"fl'ed that day. The season was per
There ha· recently been discovered an arc
Presque Isle, and the number
i
malic, pleasant herb core for woman'· Ills, call»
bap« slightly in advance of the preeen ably reach 350 before the «eason
Mother Gray'· AP8TBALllU'LEAF. Itli
«ne.
The leave· were showing a littli 1 wound up, says the Star-Herald.
weak
the only certain regulator. Cure· female
nauM and Backache, Kidney, Bladder and Uxi
°b the tree·, the apple buds were begin
Hon
all
80 cU
closed
mall
day
Onr store will be
nary trouble·. At>11 Druggist» or by
oing to make their appearance, and th >
Co.
' day, May 31. I. N. SweU Shoe Co. Sample FREE. Addreeirbe Mother Gray
ful
in
were
tree·
and
cnerry
plum
» Boy· Ν. T.
Norway. v
wa*

fictives

°V«?

1

_

!

387 active members, It
members
wen
more
obtained during the convention )
The report of the superintendents cl
departments showed increaaed interest.
All union· contributed to the Willard
Memorial fund, and all but one or two
to the atate.
The treasurer1 a report wae most encouraging, showing no deficit and a fair
sum in the treasury, with all bills paid.
The president's message was a resume
of the work of the past year, and was
well filled with recommendations for the
Forward and
work of the new year.
not backward" was the spirit through it
all.
4
One of the pleaeantest numbers upon
the program was the "children's hour,
when about seventy pupils marched into
the church with their banners. They
gave a very pleasing program of recitation and song under the direction of the
teachers, who had made careful preparation, and Mrs. Anna White.
Miss Tinling of Norfolk, Va., gave the
children a very interesting talk upon
in
in
This has become a fixed custom and we are
Beer, and the children listened attentivefollowed
hour"
"The
teachers'
this,
ly.
its observance.
and if Miss Tinling's earnest words bear
There is always something at a clothing store that every man or
fruit, much good will be done. The only
*
in
Oxford
teacher
was
that
for that day.
every
needs
regret
County was not present.
TUe membership contest was reported
to
by Mrs. Annie Swett of South Paris,
who was one of the captains who
brought in 87 new members, 84 active, 3
honorary, to the South Paris Union.
OUR BUSINESS IS—EVERYTHING IN CLOTHOther unione reported gain in memberuntil
war
on"
"the
still
and
Sept.
ship,
ING AND FURNISHINGS, FOR A MAN OR
Int.
who gave
BOY, FROM HOSIERY UP TO AND INCLUDPastors were introduced
words of enconragement.
ING HATS.
The evening service was an inspiration
to all. The quartette assisted by Mrs.
Banghart of Bethel with the faithful
for
Your
and
Be
organist, Mise Delia Lane, added much
address
Miss
to the interest.
Tinling's
This Week.
was one to hold the closest attention of
the large audience that gathered for this
service. Her earnestness in the work
site represents, with her charming personality, soon won the hearts and ears of
her hearers. The final motto, "Utterly
Norway
Parle
faithful," must be our ideal and watch- South
word in any good work.
Wednesday morning the election o!
officers claimed first attention with the
following result :
Preeldent-Mri. E. A. G. Stickney, East
active

work,

honorary, (and

The BLUE STORES
Will Be Closed All Day

MEMORIAL.

A

«.««nHiin

at

n

V

"promoted
tenderly remembered in

Fuccess.

a

Κ

great

Pierce.

Born.
In South Paris, May 23, to the wife of Perclval
E. Hathaway, a son.
In Paris, May 17, to the wife of Gilbert E.
a

daughter.
May 14, to the wife of Charles

la West Paris,

Elllngwood, a son.
In South

membership
Miss Tinling

was entertained at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. C. Howard Lane,
and the county president, Mrs. E. A. G.
Stickney, and daughter, Misa Stickney,
were guests of Mrs. Lewis C. Bates.

Miss Christine I. Tingling, national
organizer and lecturer, Is a gifted and
eloquent speaker, and in contrasting
license and prohibition territory, em-

pnasizea toe existing amerences oeiweeu
the state of Maine, where drunkenness is
the exception rather than the rale, and
her native country of England. There
the open saloon is a menace to the very
life of the nation, for women as well as
men frequent and patronize those places,
and little children are allowed within its
doors. If the saloon were outlawed in
England it would be esteemed a great

victory.

Auutl

Waist haa lace
Collar and cuffs faced with lace, and coat in four button cutaway.
yoke effect. Sweep skirt trimmed with lace around to panel front and pearl
90 50
Pi ice
buttons. Colore, Blue and Natural.

on

STYLE 1701. Two piece suit of Imported Rep. Coat ia 32 in. long, 3 button
cutaway. Full flare skirt trimmed with fold of aame and pearl buttona. Colors,
17.50
Blue and White. Price
.......
Other

atyles

in Linen and Hep··, one of a

style.

NU-STYLE PRINCESS DRESSES.
them the

piece giving

These dresses are made in one
style which this season demands.

ONE STYLE. Plain chambray, yoke effect of goods, piped with white. Two
tucks on shouldera.
Colora, Light and Iiark Blue, Gray, Pink and Shepherd
92 "Λ
.......
Checka. Price
ONE STYLE. Plain chambray, button up and dowu front with large prarl
buttona.
Rolling collar, cuffa and belt of pique. Tan, Light and Dark Blue.
92 98
Price
ONE STYLE.
Chambray, piped with white. Broad atrap of (foods at fide
extending down entire front. Strap and pocket trimmed with covered buttons.
Price «2.00
Colora, Llgbt and Dark Blue Checks, Shepherd Checks, Plain Colors.
ONE STYLE. Extra heavy quality Gingham, trimmed with scalloped band
of goods and buttona at points. Yoke has lace insertion, high pointed collar and
long sleeves. Dressy for afternoon wear. Colon·, Brown, Blue and Pink Plaids.

93 00

Price

ONE STYLE. In Light and Dark Plaids.
panel down front extending
from yoke of Val. lace to bottom of skirt.
Long pointed sleeves trimmed with
tucks, buttons and bias bands. Very full fkirt with four inch bias fold piped top
$3.50
.....
and bottom. Extra value. Price
Has

ONE LOT. Lingerie Empire Princes* dress made of line sheer fabric in white.
Drees trimmed with iine Val. and haiuburg insertion forming a panel effect down
Long
Skirt tucked forming flounce effect, pointed collar of insertion.
front.
9-V98
......
sleeves. Very Dressy. Price

Norway, Maine.

Meeting.

of the Paris Hill Water Company for
the election of officers and any other
buxiness that may legally come before
said meeting will be held at the Hubbard
House, Paris Hill, Maine, on Saturday,
June 12, at 8 o'clock, p. m.
U. H. HEALD, Clerk.
21 23

Dog Lost.

May, Mrs. Artsteen Α., wife,of C
K. Chapman.
In Richmond, May 14, Rev. Francis Groavenor

TO OWNEB9 OF DOGS

All persons having doge liable to be taxed In
the year 1901* In the town of Parle and wl.-h to
îetaln the number thev had In the year 1908,
muet call and have iuch doge taxed Immediately,
an I shall retnln no numbers after May let. The
law distinctly states that all dogs must be
licensed by April 1st.
W. J. WHEELER, Clerk of Parts.
lUf

Discharge.

Kesar Falls, May 15, Mrs. Olive Fox, aged
about 80 years.
In Hiram, May 13, Mrs. Mabelle C., wife oi
Henry W. Merrill, aged M year·.

granted.

And it la further ordered by the Court, thai
the Clerk ahall send by mall to all known cred
ltors copies of aald petition and this order, ad
draeaea to them at their place· of residence ai

the'uSd Court ami ikLAe*î,CB

to iud
A. D. 1909.

Judm

Μ Port

utrlct· on the 22nd day of May

"«ess

stock embraces

our

a

are

varied

prices

no one

sells

enough

better

a

ours.

Prices $2, $1, 65c., 50c.

Agents for the HATHAWAY SHIRTS.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

F. PLUMMER,

J.

3» Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone 106-3.

WHY DOES THE

SPRING OXFORDS

AT FROTHINQHAM'S.

its surplus money in the
different banks throughout the
country instead of putting it in
its own large strong vaults where
it cannot be got at by burglars
or burned up by fire?

deposit

all styles, in Pat. Colt, Gun
Metal Calf, Vici Kid and Russet Calf, $2,
$2.50, 3, 3.50, 4, 5.
Ladies' Oxfords and 1 Strap Pumps, all

Men's^Oxfords,

BECAUSE
in putting this money in the
different banks it is put into
circulation and used to build up
business all over the country.
Did you ever stop to think
that in carrying the few dollars
you do around in your pocket you
are doing right opposite from what the
United States government is doing?
Open a check account with us
and put your money into circulation.
You can draw it at any time and it
is *afe.

Sheperd dog,

of

styles and shapes.

SQUARE,

Dog Lost.

black and very little
tan, tip of tail white, name Rover.
Name plate and padlock gone from
collar. Left home May 12. Finder
please communicate with
LEON E. BRADFORD,
R. F. D. No. i, West Paris, Me.

At our
shirt than

Miss S. M. Wheeler,
MARKET

and

wear

to hit all fancies.

Trimmed and Untrimmed Hats in
the nicest

full of good points in fit

fancy bosom shirts

Hosiery.

Summer Underwear and

a

better line of tasteful and style combining patterns than ever before. Our

LADIES' and CHILDREN'S

crat.

Petition for

and

A COMPLETE LINE OF

Fox hound, white with black and
points, left eye gone, collar
marked G. W. Howe, South Paris,
Inform I. W. RobLicense No. 3.
bins, Redding, Maine, or the Demo-

G

88 years.
In Lovell,

ous seasons,

tan

Bankrupt's
South Paris, May 19, to the wife of Henry
)
In the matter of
Kerr, a daughter.
GEORGE E. CHAPMAN, | In Bankruptcy.
In Greenwood, May 14, to the wife of Ralph
J
Bankrupt.
a
Herrlck, daughter.
In Kezar Falls, May 10, to the wife of ElwooU To the Hum. Clarence Hale, Judge of the DisE. Elliott, a daughter, Mazlne Louise.
trict Court of the United State· for the District
In Bethel, May 18, to the wife of Gerry Morof Maine:
gan, a son.
EORGE E. CHAPMAN, of Porter, in the
County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
In said District, respoctfully represents, that on
the 3rd day of April, last past, he was duly
Married.
the Acts of Congress
adjudgedtobankrupt, under
Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrelating
rendered all his property and rights of property
In South Parts. May 19. by Rev. J. H. Little, and has fully complied with all the requirements
Mr. Frank E. Wood of Norway and Miss Anna of said Acta and 01 the order· of Court touching
W. Pearson of Waterford.
hi· bankruptcy.
In West Bethel, May 13, Mr. Charles Rollins
Wherefore ne prays, that he may be decreed
and Miss Edith Baker.
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
Bell
Mr.
Cleveland
In West Bethel, May 15,
debt· provable against his estate under said
and Miss Marlon Merrill.
bankruptcy Acta, except auch debt· a· are exIn Norway, May IS, at the home of Austin Mc cepted i>y law from aoch discharge.
Dated tnls 11th day of May, A. D. 1809.
A Ulster, by Rev. James E. Wbitmore, Mr. EdGEORGE E. CHAPMAN, Bankrupt.
ward Payson McAllister and Mrs Lena Bennett, botn of Norway.
OBDEB OF IfOTICB THEREOUT.
In North Paris. May 19, by Rev D. R. Ford.
Mr. Henry W. Plkkarlnen and Miss Ida M. District or Maine, ss.
On this 22nd day of May, A. D. 1900, on
Waaramaa, both of Paris.
In Pern, May 18, by Rev. Bernard Christopher, reading the foragoliw petition, it laMr. Marshall H. Babb and Misa Daisy M.
Ordered by tne Court, that a bearing be had
Cooant, both of Peru.
upon the same on the 11th day of Jane, A. D.
In Rumford, May 19, by Rev. G. B. Hanna- 1909, before aald Court at Portland, in sAld Disfcrd, Mr. Addison E. Newton and Miss Nettle 8. trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon: and that
notice thereof be publlahed in The Oxford
Shaw, both of Hartford.
Democrat, a newspaper printed In aald District,
and that ail known creditor·, and other persons
In interact, may appear at the aald time and
Died.
place, and show cause, if any they have, why
the prayer of eakl petitioner should not be
In Paris, May 18, Infant daughter of Mr. and
Mrs Gilbert Κ. Shaw, a/red 1 nay.
In Canton, May )β, Charles Thompson, aged

shirt stock which deserves every word of praise that can
be uttered about a Summer Shirt.
They are better made than previWe have

ers

Pails, May 15, to the wife of William

RIGHT

SHIRTS,

The annual meeting of the stockhold-

In

In

STYLE 1710.

long.

ALL

UNITED STATES HERHIHT

Purls Hill Water Co

Urquhart, a daughter.

aged 74 years.

Two piece suit of imitation linen in Ulue and White. Coat 30
Collar, cuffa and patch pocket trimmed with contraating color. Flare
#4.9b
.....
akirt trimmed with pearl button». Price
Coat ia 35 in. long.
Three piece imitation linen guimpe suit.
STYLE 1707.
in.

a

NOTES.

j

Stephen Libby has
bis gasoline sawing

Shaw,

«498

Price

^

comrades"
memorial
service conducted by Mrs. Chandler.
"Our State Papprs and Temperance
Literature" wae faithfully cared for by
our county superintendent of this department, Mrs. Fannie Bisbee Lovejoy.
Three papers of interest were given in
Constitutes an
the afternoon: What
Ideal—Local President? Mrs. Ella Bates,
West Paris; Local Secretary? Miss I. Η.
Stiokney; Local Treasurer? Mrs. Nellie
Farnum.
The committee on resolutions reported, and it is evident Oxford County
W. C. T. U. is pledged to earnest work.
Adjourned to meet with Sotlth Paris
190fl went upon the
Union in 1910.
records as a most successful convention,
and the members will long remember
the hospitality of the West Parie Union·
Emma Woodbury Chandler.
Press Supt. Oxford Co.
At 11:30, the

were

freshments,
Mer ton L. Kimball, Esq., Town Clerk
Geo. L. Curtis, Harry H. Glidden and I.
Ike Grand Castle,
8. Fox attended
Knights of Golden Eagles, at Lewiston
last week.
Ethel I. Bradbury while driving, during her visit in Turner, was thrown from
a covered carrriage and broke her ankle.
Her companion, Miss Davis, was not injured by the accident.
Charles E. Holt, Esq., was in the village for the first time during eight
weeks a few days since.
Rev. M. C. Ward will preach the
baccalaureate sermon before the Norway
High School class of '00 at the Uoiverealist church Suuday, June Θ, '00.
Justice A. R. Savage has approved the
recently amended by-law of the village
corporation relative to over-head or
over-hanging street and sidewalk signs;
It is
60 now the law is to your liking.
ttaid one may let the sign over-hang or
"v
swing over his own, nevertheless.
Poverty ball at Heywood Club House
was

STYLE 1711.
Tbie suit of imitation linen. Coat ia 36 in. long. Collar and
Skirt hait full aweep
cuffa faced with heavy lace.
Coat is four button cutaway.
Colore. Blue, Pink and White.
and trimmed with lace and white pearl buttons.

Rec!'Sec.—Mrs.

church

Wednesday evening, May 12,

No description can do these goods justice, you must see
We have
them to appreciate their style and attractiveness.
COATS
WASH
of
SUITS,
a much larger showing this year
our
and
over
them
and
look
prices.
get
and DRESSES. Come

May 30th

Purchases

Hake

Princess Dresses.

B
Woe-Pres.—Mrs. Susie Chapman, South Parle,
who fllleil the vacancy caused by the resignation
of Mre. Anna White.
Cor. See.—Mrs. Emma Woodbury Chandler,
B
Olive M. Mason, Bethel.
Τrea·.—Mrs. Nellie F. Karoum, South Paris.

The recent Oxford convention was
Rev. C. E. Aneell of Freeport was the tuuch
encouraged by the large gain in
Norand
Prince
S.
Z.
&
B.
cuest of S.
membership made by the South I aria
week.
this
friends
way
Union, and other unions are trying the
Rev. B. C. Wentworth and family
contest.
'--Ι

sympathy

Handsome Wash Suits and

F. H. NOYES CO.

built a shed for
machine at the
north of his house on Crescent Street.
A party of Knights Templar visited
Oriental Commandery, No. 22, at Bridgton Thursday afternoon. Some went by
team, others with autos.
Penneeaeewaeeee Lodge, No. 18, K. of
P., will observe the annual Memorial
Services will
Than 'lavs ago, when distance stretched between. Day on Sunday, May 23d.
The limitations of this life are past.
be held at the Baptist church at 2:30 p.
unAnd time and space are nought; why, tho'
m., by Rev. J. E. Wbitmore.
seen,
The new Grange Hall committee on
May she not often nestle here
On heurts so sad because they hold her dear.
building have advertised for bids for the
Dead? Why should we use that word for one uew building. The committee consists
Who, now escaped from death's dread pang·, Is of J. A. Roberts, H. J. Bangs and W. S.

speak

Portland.

Wednesday.

Rumford, It
Oxford,
and for the County of Oxford, on the aeconi!
Lord od<
of
our
in
the
year
Tuesday of May,
thousand nine hundred and nine. The follow
having been presented for the action thereupon lag matter oaring been presented for the actlot
hereinafter indicated, It Is hereby Obdxbxd :
thereupon hereinafter Indicated, It la herebj
That notice thereof be given to all persons In- Okdbhd:
terested, by causing a copy of this order to be
That notice thereof be given to all person» In
b<
published three weeks successively in the Ox- le rested by causing a copy of this order toOx
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
three weeks successively In the
published
Paris, In said County, tnai they may appear at a j ford
Democrat, a newspaper publlsned at Soutt
Probate Court to be hold at said Paris on Paris, In said County, that they may appear at J
the third Tuesday of June, A. D. 1909, at 9 Probate Court to be held at Paris, on tw
of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard there- third Tuesday of June, A. D. 1909, at 9 of tht
i
on If they see cause.
clock In the forenoon, and be beard thereon 11
cause.
Mary Ann Warren, lite of Hebron, de- they see
ceaxed ; original codicil to will and petition for
Ira B. Wine, late of Peru, deceased; final
probate thereof presented by Jamie A. Flanders, account presented for allowance by Joseph A.
executor.
Putnam, administrator.
Olivia Matthews, late of Peru, deceased;
A. Lincoln Hodge, late of Canton, dewill and petition for probate thereof and the ceased ; petition for an allowance out of personal
adminisM.
as
of
Brlggs
Kdgar
estate presented by Angle C. Hodge, widow.
appointment
trator with the will annexed piesented by Olivia
Lewis Blsbee, Ik te of flumner, deceased;
L. Mitchell, a legatee.
for the confirmation of Amarilla B.
petition otherwise
Eugene Wadsworth, late, of Hiram, de- Morse
Amartlla B. Spualdlng as
cease'· ; petition for the determination of collatthe will of said deceased preunder
trustee
eral Inheritance tax presented by Walter 1).
B. Morse, the trustee named.
Amarlila
sented
by
Twltcbell, executor.
de
Mjrivauia Parham, late of Woodstock, de- J Harry B. Forbes, late offorBucklleld,
allowance by
ceased; llret account presented for allowance by censed; flnal account presented
Ida M. Forbes, administratrix.
Bonello C. Davis, executor.
Freeman C. ►tacv, Ute of Porter, deceased ;
Naomi Morrill, late of Peru, deceased ; first
petition for order to distribute balance remain- account presented for allowance by John A.
ing In her hands presented by Mary A. Stacy, Putnam, executor.
administratrix.
Merritt Parsons, late of Bucklleld. deEngene Wadsworth, late of Hiram, de- ceased: fli et account presented for allowance by
ceased ; first account presented for allowance by
Hannah J. M. Parsons, executrix.
Walter B. Twltchel', executor.
ADD1SOK E. HERR1CK, Judge of said Court. ADDISON K. HERRICK, Judge of said Court.
A true copy—attest :
Κ true copy—Attest :
ALbXBT D. PABK, Register.
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.

Sure

Wednesday evening. The attendance was very large. After receivU. 11.H. P.O. A.
E.
was:
0
0
3
4
1 ing the program
5
2
2
1
2
F. Pike.
Solo,
3
0
0
1
1
Ethel Brown.
Reading
0
0
0
8
2
Mrs- D. L. .loslln, Mr* George
Quartette
2
0
3
0
0
Robinson, L>. L. Joelln, O. P. Brooke.
0
ο
1
ο
1
Mrs. J. D. Cragln.
4
0
0 Organist,
0
0
Ella Clark,
0 Reading,
0
110
110 Solos
10
by Mrs. George Robinson and
F. Pike. Remark» by the pastor. Re3

34

Totale,

27

SECOND.

PARIS U. S.
C. Cuttlug, 2-b
P. Kit g, c
Pike, 3-b
Kliuball, l b
A. King, e.8
Dudley, r.f.
Shurtleff, c.f
Jenue, l.f
Brooks, ρ

10

1

ing secretary allowed nine nniona it

hereinafter mai :

▲t a Probate Court, held at Paria, In and
for the Connty of
on the third Tuesday of
May, In the year of oar Lord one thousand
nine handred and nine.
The following matter

We Are Anxious
Supply Those
Needs from Our Stores.

master

0
0

18

27

in tbe absence of the president
of the class. Speeches were made bv
Rev. Mr. Ward W. C. Leavitt, S. B.
i ummings, G. L. Curtis. L. R. Stoddard cheered the company with two
solos when the toastmaster very pleasingly introduced the speaker of tho
evening, Rev. Ralph E. Conner of Auburn, who spoke on "The Heart of tbe
Problem." Rev. Mr. Conner proved a
rnady and most pleasing speaker. A
social time was enjoyed before tbe party
dispersed. It was one of the delightful
gatherings of the season, truly. was the
Mrs. E. L. Cowan of Rumford
guest of Dr. and Mrs. B. F. Bradbury
during tbe week.
Tim Heath and crew and J. M. Murch
and crew are at work on tbe Grange
building, corner of Main and Bridge
Streets. Tim is rebuilding tbe foundation while Mr. Murch bas charge of tbe
crew of carpenters above and below.
The Advertiser workmen are up stairs,
in other words, they have gone up during the period of reconstruction.
Dr. B. F. Bradbury has improved his
place by the construction of a platform
en the northerly side of tbe house near
tbe stable to accommodate the ice man.
The two MacLean cottages are completed and ready to let to any who wish
to hire by the day or week. They are
both very nicely situated. TheTwnk
baa been walled, trees set out and
grounds graded to make attractive.
C. B. Cummings ic Sons were obliged
to kill one of their pair of black horses
recently because of lock-jaw resulting
from an injury received while at work in
the yard. The horses were valued at
WOO and were in splendid condition.
Everything was done to save the horse.
Thomas H. Sawin, who has for some
time been very sick, waa on the walk

preaaed the hoapitality of the West Parh
Union, and the appreciation of theli
guests. The report of the correspond

To all persons Interested In either
hereinafter named :
At λ Probate Court, held at

boy

There were about forty
ist church.
present who partook of tbe excellent
thinge with which the tables were eupplied, Charles F. Rldlon acted as toast-

E.
1
0
2
3
0
1

The add res* of welcome by Rev. Isa
bella Macduff and the reaponae by Mra
Barnes were mutually hearty, and ex

PROBATE NOTICES.
of the m»H

PROBATE NOTICE*.
To all person· Interacted In either of the Rstates

heartily

obliged to purchase hay.
Tuesday evening Rev. M. C. Ward's
Sunday School class or men's class held
a banquet at the vestry of the Univernal

PARIS U.S.
À.H.

Henry Siegel is suffering with blood
poison. He injured a floger a abort tim«
a»(0 and the wound did not receive the
prompt attention it r< quired, or io
«« causing him mucb
trouble juat now.
Mr. Clark bas the remains of the Andrews bouse on the lot opposite the C.
H. Adams place on Main Street. Traffic
on the street railway was interrupted
«luring the moving of the building Saturday for several hours. Mr. Clark will
nave a most attractive set of buildings
in the near future.
The shoe cutters, with several new
cutting machinée, have resumed work In
the cutting room of the shoe shop and
business will sunn commence for the
new season's work.
Through the kindness of Mr. and Mrs
Horace Cole tbo boys at the Palls have
«Mast a place where they can play ball.
The use of the field is given on conthat the rights of all are respected and the boys behave well among
themselves.
Myron H. \Y atson is the new conductor on the street cars. Be is getting
of
the business experience and the ways
J

McKay is suffering with a broken finger. It is tbe little one on the
right band and it came into the present
condition by reason of playing ball
The new board fence about tbe high
school grounds is a great improvement
to the school property.
The farmers- report a most promising
for a large crop of bay this comI outlook
ing season. It is generally thought
that the rather cold, damp weather produces a most excellent condition for hay
yield. While a few farmers had hay to
8»11 this past season, most of them were

score:

Curt Κ 3-b
Uarrows. c
Rawson, 2-b
Witham, l-b
titling· p....

neniDg.

therpad.
Endie

to take advantage of Paris' errors and
by so doing scored enough runs to make
things altogether too exciting for comfort.
Thompson, Norway's umpire, did not
make a favorable impression. If he
gave his decisions ae he saw them his
eyesight is very much to the bad, and
As long as Paris won
needs attention.
they will probably forgive but they are
not liable to forget to the extent of
allowing him to officiate in the next contest.
Curtis made one of the best plays of
the game in the fifth inning. Frost, the
first batter, sent a slow one toward third
base that looked like a hit, Curtis rushed in scooped up the ball and by a fast,
perfect throw got his man at first. The

..

j

4.

S

was

Real Estate Activity.
Klatn. 3-1»
There is something doing in real estate Kimball, β.β
at South Paris this spring, both in trans- lla»k«ll.2-b
Staolev, l-b
fers and the putting up of new buildings. liearv." c.f

Frank E. Barrows, who has lived for
some years in the house of E. J. Record
asant Street, has moved into a
on i'
rent in the house of his father, A. F.
Btr:ows, on Skillings Avenue.

NORWAY H.

excitement enough in tbi
ball frame at 'he high school groandi
Saturday afternoon for two or three or
dinary game·, and the beet part of it ftl
was tnat Paris won.
The weather wai
cold and disagreeable, but this did noi
prevent a large crowd from being present to enjoy the game.
As was expect
ed, the game was a struggle from tb(
beginning to the end, with Paris show*
ing up the stronger in the opening in
nings, and Norway making a desperate
but unsuccessful effort to tie the scori
in the last two innings.
That Paris was able to win the gamt
was due largely to the splendid work ol
her outfield, and bad the infield done at
well Norway's scores would have beer
few and far between. Not one of the
Norway players credited with a hii
reached the home plate, all her runs developing from error» and the two basée
on balls which Cutting gave in the last
two innings.
The Paris ontfield was
credited with nine put-outs, Lowell and
Dui ham each making one fine catch at
critical time». Easson accepted three
chance* in good style, but they were not
so difficult.
Rawson made both of bis
error* in the first inning and tbey cost
nothing. After that he settled down
and played good ball. Witham. who is
one of the most reliable players on the
team, had a bad day, his errors being
very costly. Barrows and Cutting were
continually making their presence in
the game felt. Both fielded perfectly
and their baiting was clean cut and
timely. The Norway team played tho
better infield game but were uuable to
bat Cutting to any extent, getting only
four hits, no two of wbicb came in the

members will be present, also the honoi
th 8 ary members.

guest

δ;

8.

County W. C. T. U. Convention.
The cloud· and rain proved noobataoli
to the earnest white ribbonera Tuesda;
Bertha Chauey baa returned from j 1
morning, and the Unions were wel I
ten day»' vi.it with her mother and sis
repreaen'ed it the convention, whio!
ter at Gardiner.
convened at Weet Paria.
The attorney· have returned from the
At 10:15 the meeting opened with ι
Rumford session of the Snpreme Judicla devotional aervioe led by Mr·. Banghar
and with the officers at hom« f of Bethel. At 10:45 the president, Mrs
C'jurt,
tbioga have agai0 resumed ttieir or E. A. G. Stickney of Brownfleld, callet
the oouvention to order and routine bus!
dinary way».
The annual jçrlet of big fish storlee if nea*
began. All the general officers
wht
again receiving the attention of ali
anawered to the roll-call, nearly all οι
are or have been interested in flabing. the
president· of the aeveral Unione, ant
Both at home and away, Norway boyi a
large proportion of the departmen
of
nice
are
lots
old
and
having
young
superintendents.

NOfiWAÏ.

Paris Trust
SOUTH

Rare

PARIS,

new

$3, 3.50.

Misses' and Children's high, 6 strap, Pat
vamp

Sandals,

Frothingham,

W. O.

South Paris, Maine.

Co.,

MAINE.

Bargains!

Rolls New Wall Paper
Ready for Inspection.
Call and

1 Lot Dress Goods were $1.00 and
$1.25. Your choice now 59c. The
1 Lot Dress
now 29c.

styles, all leathers, $1.50,1.75,2,2.50,

Goods,

see them or

The Prices Are
Our stock of

Just glance at them and

see

if you

piece.
Yours sincerely,

do not need

a

S. B. & Z. S. PRINCE,
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

samples.

Styles Are New.

50c,

were

send for

Linoleums,
is

N.

Right.

Carpets, Art Squares, Rugs,
Oilcloths,

complete.

Dayton

Mattings,

&cM

Bolster Co.,

"The Store That Saves You Money."

SOUTH

MAINE.

PATHS.

CAST0RIA

For Infants and Children.

TkiKM Yu Han JUnjt Bougkt

the

/

*"

It's Time to Take

η

A blood purifier and tonic. House-clean your system with the
true'L.F.'Atwood's Bitters. Young and old can always depend
on this fine old remedy to immediately relieve constipation and
sickness of all kinds. They are the family physician and gTeat
household remedy in thousands of homes. Try them tonight.
You will feel better tomorrow. 35 cts. a bottle at your dealers.
I have used a
in ray family and it
doctor 's bills."
"

Cape Porpoiic. Me.
good many bottle· of 'L F.' Alwiif» Bitten
ha* saved us many
and
out
stomachs
regulates
—Geo. F. S«av«t.

Dr. Austin Tenney,

For Sale.
Boarding House, Bakery, Harness
Shop and 200 Farms, in the beet part of

OOUllSt,

▲

tbe State; I can give you a trade and
save you money; come and see.
HAZEN'S FARM AND REAL ESTATE
1&-22
AGENCY, Oxford, Maine.

Will be at his

Norway office

over

C.

F. Ridlon's grocery store, Main St.,

Friday, .Hay 91st,
ΙΟ A- X. to 4 P. X.

Rumford, Friday, April 14th.
A new Lot
Eyes examined free and all Glasses
The best of
of Plumbing Goods.
warranted satisfactory.
old
No
for
closets.
woodwork
oak
goods. Call and see this line. Job- At Home Office, 31 Lisbon St.,
No Lewiston,
bing promptly attended to.
every day except Fridays.
charge for team.
L. M. Longloy,
Maine. I /or children/ »afm, mr·. No οpiaf*
Norway,
At

HOMEMAKEBS' COLUMN.

The Land of

Puzzledom.

No. 489.—Numerical Enigma.
From a carpenter's tool subtract a
letter aud find the basis of this puzzle.
Add two letters aud liud something in
Subtract the head and
the hearens.

the Kitchen
All the necessary family cooking may be done as well on a
New Perfection Wick Blue
Flame Oil Cook-Stove as on
the best coal or wood range.
By using the "New Perfection" Oil Stove, the annoyance
of an overheated and stuffy
kitchen is entirely avoided, even
in midsummer. The scientific
construction of the

NEWÏ PERFECTION

Wick Hoe Flame Ofl Cook-Stow
44
work and a cool kitchen. The New Perfection"
for
TOP
warming plates and keephas a substantial CABINET
shelves on which to
Also
is
h
cooked.
after
hot
drop
food
ing
set —«*11 cooking utensils—every convenience, even to bars
for holding towels.
Made in three sixes. Can be had either with
If not at your dealer's,
or without Cabinet Top.

ensures

quick

write

The

so ft

our

To

fill

a

SWEET

One cup corn

jovial bumper up.

A little thing of tlesh and bone,
To eat which few would care to try.
Yet some there are, of baser mold.
Who yearn to have one In the pie.

and burnt for hour· with occ filling. Portable,
sale, convenient—just what every home need·.
If not with your dealer, write our nearest agency.

The object which from days of yore
Each woman soon or late hae found
To be a most effective thing
To turn devoted beaus around.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
Incorporated)

No. 495.—Cities Rebus.

The A. C.
A well established business.
Jones Machine and Plumbing Business, situated
on Main Street, South Paris, Maine.

What European cities are here
tured?

A letter from snowy;
Then qualified, heed;
The next, with force violent.
Or. again, at full speed;
A bird that's quite common;
Now Jaded you see;
Of assent, a motion;
A letter from wee.

in the manufacture of structural material for American
and little, high and low, is

No. 497.—Concealed Abodes.
There Is much latent good in that
man.

You will have to shovel the snow, for
It's too deep to sweep off.
You must east leniency aside and be
sterulj just in this case.
Trumpet and Drum.
fireside free from noise,
From din and clash,
Proclaims that certain toy·

A

Mr. Carnegie warned the Conference of Governors at the White
House that the supply of ore for malung structural steel would be exhausted before the end of the centu»y. Then he assured them:
"Fortunately, tha use of concrete, simple and

Have gone to smash.

Key to Puzzledom.
SatisfacNo. 481.—Word Building:

reinforced, is already reducing ihc consumption
of structural steel. Concrete promises to become
superior to steel and stone in strength, durability, convenience and economy of use."
Edison Portland Cement is more easily worked, is stronger,
is more economical than any other, because ground to a fineness

why.

οι

send direct to

us

for free booklets.

Sold toy

A. W. Walker & Son,

tory.
No. 4S2.—Charades of Countries: 1.
Den, mark—Denmark. 2. Lap, laud—
Laplaud. 3. Fin. laud—Fiuland.
No. 483.—Talking Baby Puzzle:

cpocpoqoo

The cut shows how the ciphers can
be changed to what baby is saying by
the mere addition of three straight
marks: "Goo, goo, goo."
Insure,
No. 484.—Sure Thing Fill In:

South Paris, Maine.

Pianos

Organs.

s

Large Stock of New Pianos and Organs.

Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone
Second hand pianos from $125 to $175·
to Duy for New Year's present.
Nice instruments. Square pianos for $15, $35, $35. Stools, Chairs and
Here is
other musical merchandise. Write for catalog of playerpianos.
a

good

trade in musical instruments.

W. J. Wheeler,
•RHHnga Block,

»utb. Parle,

PL.F7ASE

-

Keep

When in want of

anything

In

Maine.

MIND!

in our lines give us a call.

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

WE SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, QIass, Putty, Nails,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,

pic-

No. 496.—Diamond.

buildings, big

Ask the dealer

pleasure, treasure, measure, assure.
No. 485.—Numerical Emigua: Pet.
ring, hiut, press—the printing press.
1. T-hames.
No. 486.—Beheadings:
2. N-early. 3. O-rally. 4. P-layer. 5.
R-educe. β. It-elapse.

No. 487.—Pictured Word: Ten-drill-s
—tendrils.
No. 488.—Pyramid Puzzle: Remember ue.

and other
bronchitis
troubles are quickly cured by Foley's
Honey and Tar as it soothes and heals
the Inflamed throat and bronchial tubes
and the most obstinate cough disappears. Insist upon having the genuine
Foley's Honey and Tar. F. A. Shurtleff
& Co.

Hoarseness,

A prominent man called to condole
with a lady on the death of her husband,
and concluded by saying:
"Did he leave yon very much?"
"Nearly every night," was the reply.
Beer Drinkers and others who suffer
with Bright's Disease, Diabetes, Back
Ache, or any Kidney or Bladder Trouble
can be cured if they will take Bloodine
Blood and Kidney Tablets. 25c. a box,
mailed by The Bloodine Co., Inc., Boston, Mass.
The drowning man yelled to the amateur photographer on the bank: "Help,
help!" The photographer aiued his
"In just a minute," he said.
camera.

Linseed Oil,
Floor Paints,
House Paints,
Varnishes,
Floor Dressing,
Barn Paints,
Floor Finish,
Turpentine, "Hold that, please."
Roof Paints,
Brushes.
Filler,
Paints,
Liquid
Wagon
If you want to feel well, look well and
and Sherwin-Williams.
be well, take Foley's Kidney Remedy.
Our paints include Impervious, Heath Λ Milligan,
It tones up the kidneys and bladder,
THK TIME TESTED KIND. Don't pnrifles the blood and restores health
Puroid Hoofing—The best of all roofings.
and strength. Pleasant to take and contry imitations.
tains no harmful drugs. Why not comlasts.
kind
that
The
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
mence to-day?
make to order.
.creen Doors and Window Screens—We
Regular

We sell wire screen cloth,

Wheelbarrows—We

Dave your veranda screened in.
hinges, Ac.

sizes of doors in stock.

spring

have a few first class wheelbarrows.

eell
Telephones and Electrical Supplies—We
and
best for automobiles

Call and see them.

"Colombia Ignition

telephones.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

meal,

one

cup

"Yon know," began the sentimental
young man, "they say all the world loves
a

lover."

"Yes," sneered

the cynic, "bnt not a*
Batteries'' the much as it love· to bear the lover's let' ters read oat in court"

Bloodine Liver Pills

cure

Sick Head-

aches, Biliousness, Dizziness, Dyspepsia
and Constipation. 35o. a box, mailed by
The Bloodine Co., loo., Boston, Mm·.

We made ourselves comfortable on
:be pliant floor, with oar baoka to the
wall, and lighted the "saybullie·" that
bad done service for three daya past.
For more than an hour the head man
ind hia satellites sat motionless, staring
3xedly at ns, and mnmbllng in an under-

taming their beads
toward those they were addressing. The
inn aank into the jungle and swift dark-1
The parchment-skinned feaess fell.
male drifted into the room and set on
the floor an oil torch that gave a poor
tone without once

OF

COOKED

ROLLED

*

estry District Taxes have been made for the year 1909:
OXFORD COUNTY WILD LANDS.
TOWNSHIPS.

hundred

acres,

more

or

λ
State County District
Tax.
Tax.
Tax.

less

FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lots 2, 3,
4, 6. and β in the fifth range of lots; lots 4, β and 9 in
the sixth range of lots; lots 2, 7 and 8 In the seventh
range of lots; lot 4 in the eighth range of lots, all in
Said lots are reputed to be owned by Mrs.
said grant.
Lucinda E. Bean and contain one thousand one hundred
acres, more or less
FRYEBURO ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lots, 1, 2,
3, and the gore easterly of lot 1 in the seventh range
of lots In said grant. Said described land is reputed to
be owned by Hastings Brothers, et al, in common and
undivided, and contains two hundred four acres, more

I· 00

93 10

19 80

10 23

3 67

3 78

<

9

90

1

1 40

1

1

70

2

S3

95

1

70

1 40

1

3 60

1 86

1

2 70

1 40

1

2 70

1 40

1

1 58

82

1 80

93

2

1

hubbub,

foreign substance bad been
inadvertently spilled on our supper? He
called to the female. When she appeared with a joint of bamboo filled with
fancied that

bamboo on the rice, stirred up the mess
and began to eat.
At the first mouthful such η roar of
laughter went up from the assembly
that I choked in my astonishment. Who
ever

introduce you."

REV. I. W. WILLIAMSON'S LETTER.

effëctîv^TFallhours.

Îou

93

2 70

1 40

1 80

93

12

98

6

h* nwncd hv E. Morrill and contains twentv-one acres.
38
or less
T. A, NO. 1, (Riley), part of, being lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and
that part of lot 6 lying easterly of the height of land
In the second range of lots In said township; loto 1, 2, 3,
4, 5 and that part of lot 6 lying easterly of the height
of land In the third range of lots in said township; lots
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and that part of lot 7 lying easterly of
the height of land in the fourth range of lots In said
township; lots 5 and 6 and that part of lots 7 and 8
lying easterly and southerly of the height of land In
the fifth range of lots In said township; lots 3, 4, 5, β, 7,
and that part of lot 8 lying easterly of the height of
land in the sixth range of lots in said township; lots
3, 4, 5, 6. 7. and that part of lot 1 lying south and west
of the river and that part of lots 8 and 9 lying
and southerly of the height of land In the seventh
range of lots In said township; lot 1, west half of lot 3,
that part of lot G not Included In the Public Lot, and
lots 7, 8, and 9 in the eighth range of lote In said
township; lots 1 and 2 and that part of lots 4, 5 and 6 not
Included within the Public Lot, and lots 7, 8 and 9 In
the ninth range of lots In said township; lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, and 9 in the tenth range of lots In said township; lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. 8 and 9 in the eleventh
range of lots In said township; lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
and 9 in the twelfth range of lots in said township;
lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 In the thirteenth range of
lots In said township; lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 In
the fourteenth range of lots In said township; the west
half of lot 2 and lots 3. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 In the fifteenth
range of lots In said township, according to a survey
and plan of said township made by E. McC. Macy, In
Said described lots are reputed to be owned by
1905
the Umbagog Paper Co., and contain twenty-three thou346 74
sand one hundred sixteen acres, more or less
T. A. NO. 1, (Riley), part of, being lots 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 In
the first range of lots in said township; the west half
of lot 2 in the sixth range of lots In said township;
that part of lot 4 included In the State Lot In the eighth
range of lots In said township; that part of lot 4 Included in the State Lot In the ninth range of lots In
said township, according to a survey and plan of said
township made by E. McC. Macy, In 1905. Said described
land Is reputed to be owned by the International Paper
Co., et al. In common and undivided, and contains one
thousand nine hundred sixty-nine acres, more or less.. 29 54
T. A, NO. 1, (Riley), part of, being lots 6. 7, 8 and 9 In the
first range of lots In said township; lots 7, 8 and 9 and
that part of lot 6 that lies westerly of the height of
land Γη the second range of lots in said township; lots
7, 8 and 9 and that part of lot 6 lying westerly of the
height of land in the third range of lots in said township; lots 8, 9 and that part of lot 7 that lies westerly
of the height of land In the fourth range of lots In
said township; lot 9 and that part of lots 7 and 8 lying
westerly and northerly of the height of land in the
fifth range of lots In said township; lot 9 and that
of lot 8 lying westerly of the height of land In the sixth
range of lots In said township; that part of lots 8 and 9
lying northerly and westerly of the height of land In
the seventh range of lots In said township, according
to a survey ana plan of said township made by E.
Said described land Is reputed to
McC. Macy, in 1905.
be owned by the Geo. \V. Blanchard & Son Co., and
30 63
contains four thousand eighty-four acres, more or less..
T. A. NO. 1, (Riley), part of, being lot 2 in the fourth
range of lots In sala township; a 20-acre strip across
the west side of lot 2 and that part of lot 3 lying east
of the river in the third range of lots in said township; that part of lot 2 lying east of the river In the
fifth range of lots In said township, according to a
survey and plan of said township made by E. McC.
Said described lots are reputed to be
Macy, in 1905.
owned by Charles O. Demerrltt and contain Ave hun12.50
dred twenty-one acres, more or less
T. A, NO. 1, (Riley), part of, being lots 1 and 3 In the
sixth
1
in
the
lot
said
lots
In
of
fifth range
township;
of
range of lots In said township; the southwest quarter
lot 2 and the east half of lot 3 in the eighth runge of
lots In said township, according to a survey and plan
Said
of said township made by E. McC. Macy, In 1905.
described land is reputed to be owned by the Alonzo
Flfield estate and contains eight hundred forty-five
20 28
acres, more or less
T. A, NO. 1, (Riley), part of, being that part of lot 2 lying
west of the river In the fourth range of lots In said
township; lot 2 in the fifth range of lots in said township; that part of lot 1 lying west of the river and the
east half of lot 2 In the sixth range of lots in said
township; the east half of lot 2 In the eighth range of
lots in said township, according to a survey and plan
Said
of said township made by E. McC. Macy, In 1905.
lots are reputed to be owned by S. N. Llttlehale and
11 52
contain four hundred eighty acres, more or less
T. A, NO. 1, (Riley), part of, being lot 4 in the fifth
runge of lots in said township, according to a survey
and plan of said township made by E. McC. Macy, In
Mniri lot is renutt*d to be owned. In common and
1 QftR
undivided, by the ΑΙοηζο Κifield estate, et al, and conS 23
two
hundred eighteen acres, more or less
tains
T. A, NO. 1, (Riley), part of. being that part of lot 1 lying
east of the river in the seventh range of lots In said
township, according to a survey and plan of said townSaid described
ship made by E. McC. Macy, in 190a.
land Is reputed to be owned by Q. F. Llttlehale and
90
contains sixty acres, more or less
Τ. Λ, NO. 1, (Riley), part of, being lot 2 In the seventh
the northwest
range of lots in said township and
quarter of lot 2 In the eighth range of lots in said township, according to a survey and plan of said township
Said described land is
made by E. McC. Macy, in 1905.
reputed to be owned by J. A. Twaddle and contains two
4 22
hundred eighty-one acres, more or less
T. A, NO. 1, (ltlley), part of. being lot 3 in the ninth
a
to
survey
range of lots In said township, according
and plan of said township made by E. McC. Macy, In
1905. Said lot is reputed to be owned by one Mason and
3 33
contains two hundred twenty-two acres, more or less...
T. A, NO. 1, (Riley), part of, being the north half of lot
ac9 In the thirteenth range of lots in said township,
cording to a survey and plan of said township made by
E. McC. Macy, in 1905. Said described land is reputed
to be owned by T. E. Estes and contains one hundred
1 78
nineteen acres, more or less
T. A, NO. 1, (Riley), part of, being the south half of lot
the
said
in
of
lots
township;
thirteenth
In
the
range
9
east half of lot 2 in the fifteenth range of lots in said
township, according to a survey and plan of said townSaid described
ship made by E. McC. Macy, In 1906.
land Is reputed to be owned by Hastings Brothers and
2 53
more
or less....
acres,
sixty-nine
contains one hundred
T. A. NO. 1, (Riley), part of, being lot 1 In the fifteenth
a survey
to
according
said
in
of'lots
township,
range
and plan of said township made by E. McC. Macy, In
Said lot is reputed to be owned by one Chapman
1905.
2 17
and contains one hundred forty-five acres, more or less.
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Cupsuptlc), in common
T. NO. 4, It. 4, W. Β. K. P., (Upper
said
to a survey and plan of
and undivided, according
Said townet al.
Ballard,
township made by Ephraim
conand
&
Pingree
by Coe
ship is reputed to be owned
Lot, twenty-five thousand nine
tains, exclusive of Public
more or less
hundred eighty-seven acres,
enP., (Lynchtown), being the and
T. NO. 5, It. 4, W. Β. K.
of the Public Lot
tire township with the exception
number
said State Lot being
the Stute Lot, so called,
M. Wilson ,et als. Commis2 of the lots set off by John
Judicial Court for
sioners appointed by the Supreme
township, with the exSaid
1849.
In
Oxford County,
—ι
h„ owned bv the Berlin
Ce|MlUil» NVKM.
thousand one nun·
Mill» Co., and contain» twenty·three
or lean
dred fifty-six acres, more
part of, being
T. NO. 5, It. 4, W. Β. K. P., (Lynchtown),
in common and undivided.
the State Lot, mo called,lot» net off by John M. Wilson,
being lot number 2 of the
by the Supreme Judicial
et alH, Commissioners appointed
.In 1849, according to a surCourt for Oxford County
County
«aid lot recorded in the Oxford
of
and
plan
vey
Said lot Is reputed to be owned
Registry of Deeds.
twenty
hundred
three
contains
by Coe & Pingree and
acres, more or less
and uncommon
in
T. NO. 4, It. 5, W. Β. K. P.,Is (Oxbow), to be owned by the
reputed
divided. Said township
exclusive of
Co., et ale, and contains,
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American Kealty
eight hundred forty- 297 72 153 8Public Lot .nineteen thousand
less
eight acres, more or K. P., (Bowmantown), In common
T. NO. 4, K. 6. W. Β.
to be owned
Said township Is reputed
and undivided.
exCo., et als, and contains,
by the American Kealty twenty-four thousand acres,
Lot,
360 00 186 00
clusive of Public
more or less
accarding to
(Parmachenee),
Κ.
P.,
Β.
W.
Η.
5,
T. NO. δ,
of said township made by Epliraim
a survey and plan
Said township is reputed to be
Ballard, et al, in 1794. Mills
Co. and contains, exclusive
Berlin
the
owned by
thousand five hundred
twenty-one
Public Lot,
of
518 38 267 83
more or less
acres,
ninety-nine
being lots 6, 6, 17, 18, 26,
of,
part
of
BATCHELDERS GRANT,
Division
Kirst
as the
27 and 28, in what is known
to be owned by Mrs.
said grant. Said lots are reputed
siven hundred acres, more
5 97
11 55
Lucinda E. Bean and contain
or less
First Division
part of. being the of lots 5, β. 17,
BATCHELDERS GRANT,with
the exception
of Batchelder's Grant,
E. Bean.
be owned by Mrs. L.
18, 26, 27 and 28, said tobe owned by Hastings Brothers
to
is
land
reputed
Said
thousand
two
noted,
20 25
39 20
and contains, with the exception more or less
acres,
three hundred seventy-six
lots In
part of, beingofcertain
BATCH ELD Ε it'S GRANT,
said grant, as
Division
what is known as the Second
the
inclusive. In the first range; said
follows: Lots 1 to 5,
lying northerly of
fractional lots 1 to 5, 5inclusive,
second
the
range;
inclusive, in
first range; lots 1 to
5. Inin the third range; lots 1 to
lots 1 to 5, Inclusive,
lots 1 to 5 Inclusive, In the
clusive, in the fourth range;
sixth
range;
in the
inclusive,
to
1
5,
lots
fifth range;
1 to 6,
in the seventh range; lots
lots 1 to 5, inclusive,
lots 1 to 5, inclusive. In
inclusive, In the eighth 2range;
in the tenth
inclusive,
to
5,
lots
the ninth range:
lots
inclusive, in the eleventh range; and
range; lots 1 to 5,
twelfth range; lots 1. 2, 4,
1 to 5 .inclusive, in the
in the
Inclusive,
1
to
5,
lots
5 in the thirteenth range;
fifteenth
1 to 5, inclusive, in the
fourteenth range; lotsinclusive,
in the sixteenth range;
range; lots 1 to 5,
range: lots 1 to 5,
seventeenth
the
in
5
and
4
3,
lots 2,
range; also the following
inclusive. In the eighteenth
not
of said Second Division, and
lots in the south part
south of lot 5, lots 6,
lot
5,
gore
range,
included in any
Said
34.
and
33
30,
26, 27, 29,
7, 8, 9, 19, 20, 23, 24, 26.
be owned by the Hastings
described lots are reputed tothousand
two hundred six
168 40 87 00
Brothers and contain ten
l^ss
or
more
acres,
certain lotu In
of.
being
GRANT,
part
BATCHELDER'S
as
said
grant
of
Division
what Is known as the Second
lot 3 in the thirLot 1 in ths tenth range;
follows:
range; also the folteenth range; lot 1 in the seventeenth
of said Second Division.
south
the
part
in
lota
lowing
Said
lots 10, 21 and 22.
and not Included In any range,
Sarah J. Bradley and
6 03
9 74
lots are reputed to be owned by more or less
acres,
contain five hundred ninety
LANDS.
37
16
TIMBER AND GRASS ON RESERVED
31 68
16 3.
31 68
C
32
Ρ
22
Κ.
Β.
20
43
No. 4, R. 1, W.
24 48 12 k5
No. 4, R 2. W. Β. Κ. Ρ
1«
11
Ρ
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.Β.
«0
W
il
No. 4, R. 3,
12 90
24 96
No. 6. R. 3, W. Β. Κ. Ρ
18
8
Ρ
Β.
Κ.
84
W.
15
R.
4,
No. 4,
6 .0
12 96
No. 5. R. 4. W. Β. Κ. Ρ
;
7 49
14 49
No. 4, R. 5, W. Β. Κ. Ρ
43
6
Ρ
12 45
No. 5, R. 5, W. Β. Κ.
Andover North surplus
C Surplue

1 05

3 38

or
according to a surSUKPLUS, In common and undivided,
in
said township made by F. G. Quincy
vey and plan of
owned by 1). Plnbe
to
Said surplus is reputed
1894.
ten
contains exclusive of Public Lot,
432
gree, et als., and
more or less
thousand three hundred acres,
P., (Kichardsontown), in common
T. NO. 4, Κ. 1, W. Β. K.
a survey and plan of said
to
according
and undivided,
Sewall, In 1886. Said towntownship made by J. W.
owned by Coe & Plngree and conship is reputed to be
Lot, twenty-three thousand
tains, exclusive of Public
845
more or less
four hundred eighty acres,
T. No. 5, It. 1,
MAGALLOWAY PLANTATION, (formerly
hundred
seven
W. Β. K. P.), containing thirty thousand
$45
thirty acres, more or less
according to a
(Adamstown),
K.
P.,
Β.
W.
K.
2.
4.
T. NO.
and returned
made
said
township
of
survey and plan
State of Maine by Ephraim
tu the Land Ottice of the
Is reputed to be
Ballard, et al. in 1794. Said township
et als. in common and
owned by the Berlin Mills Co.,
exclusive of Public Lot. twentycontains,
.and
undivided
1,059
more or less
two thousand eighty acres,
T. No. 5, It. 2, W. B.
LINCOLN PLANTATION, (formerly
said plana survey and plan of
to
K. P.) .according
Said plantation
in 18<5.
tation made by Daniel Barker, four hundred Fifty-three
contains twenty-one thousand
482
acres, more or less
Cupsuptlc), In common
T. NO. 4, it. 3. W. Β. K. P.. (Lower
α survey and plan of said
to
according
und undivided,
Said townBarker, in 1860.
township made by Noah
owned by Coe & Pingree and
ship is reputed to be Public Lot, twenty-one thousand
contains, exclusive of
567
acres, more or less
K. P., (Parkertown), being the enT. NO. 5, It. 3, W. Β. the exception of the Public Lot and
tire township, with
said State Lot being number 3
the Slate Lot, so called, M. Wilson, et als. Commissionof the lots set off by John
for Oxford
tiie
Supreme Judicial Court
ers appinted by
Said township, with the exceptions
County, in 1849.
the Berlin Mills Co..
by
owned
be
to
is
reputed
noted,
hundred
three
thousand
twenty-two
contains
and
537
or less
ninety-seven acres, more
the
being
of,
part
K.
(Parkertown),
P.,
T. NO. 5, It. 3, W. Β.
being
undivided,
common and
State Lot, so called, in set ofΓ by John M. Wilson, et
lot number 3 of the lots
by the Supreme Judicial
appointed
Commissioners
surals,
in 1849, according to the
Court for Oxford County, recorded In the Oxford County
lot
vey and plan of said
owned by
Said lot Is reputed to be
Deeds.
of
Registry
hundred twenty acres,
7
Coe & Pingree and contains three

C

No. 4. R. β. W. Β. Κ. Ρ
A, No. 1, (Rlley)

2 04

β 64

.sa111 Lnuic
said Chase's land, said Gibb's
erly along the west lines of
Dunn's land 448 rods,
land, said Hutchlns' land and saidoi Andover West Surline
more or less, to the north
on
the north line of said Andover
west
thence
plus;
or lçss, to the east Une
West Surplus 320 rods, more
along the east
of the town of Grafton, thence northerly
the southwest corner of
to
Grafton
of
town
line of the
of said Andwest
the
In
part
the 1'ubllc Lot that lies
along the south line
over North Surplus; thence easterly
the southeast
to
or
less,
more
172
rods,
of the Public Lot,
thence northerly along the
corner of said Public Lot;
more or less, to the
320
rods,
Lot
Public
the
of
east line
thence easterly
northeast corner of the Public Lot;
owned by the
south line of land said to be
along the
northerly
thence
or
less;
more
Berlin Mills Co., 84 rods,
of the said Berlin Mills Co.
along the east line of land
road;
and
Upton
Andover
the
to
25 rods, more or less,
road to the south line of C
thence northerly along said
line of said C
the
south
along
surplus; thence easterly to the
point of beginning; exSurplus and Township C
a lot of 81 acres
cepting, however, from said description
and
George Smith, on the
said to be owned by Charles
also excepting a lot of
east side of the Moody brook;
side of the Andover and
136 acres lying on the east
and
part of said surplus,
Upton roud in the northwest Chase,
according to a surCharles
owned
by
said to be
,ιη
McC.
Maty
E.
made
by
vey and plan of said surplus
to be owned by the
1905. Said described land is reputedtwelve thousand two
contains
and
Umbagog Paper Co.,
183
less
hundred fourteen acres, more or
of, being the entire surANDOVElt WEST SUKPLUS, part
and
2
lots
of
1,
north
part
of the
plus with the exception
of lot 4 in the ttrst range of
3 and the northeast part
as the Stoddard Lots), aclots in said surplus, (known
of said surplus made by
cording to u survey and plan described land, with the
Suld
E. McC. Macy ,ln 1905.
to be owned by the Umbaexception noted, is reputed
hundred
and contains six thousand two
93
gog Paper Co.,
less
nfty-two acres, more or
of, being the north
part
SUHPLUS,
WEST
ANDOVElt
4 in
lot
of
northeast
part
the
and
part of lots 1, 2 and 3 in said surplus, and known as the
the tirst range of lots
a survey and plan of said
Stoddard Lots, according to
Macy, in 1905. Said described
surplus made by E. McC.
H .W. Dunn and contains
owned
by
be
to
land is reputed
acres, more or less
one hundred sixty-four
undivided, according to
and
common
in
TOWNSHIP C,
Peasaid township made by John
a survey and plan of
is reputed to be owned by
body, in 1792. Said township
of Public
exclusive
contains,
and
D. Plngree, et als,
hundred flfty-one acres,
Lot, twenty-six thousand eight
966
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by
eald to be
more or less;
north line of said Glbb'a land 400 rods,thence westerly
thence northerly 189 rods, more or less;
194 rods,
southerly
thence
400 roda, more or less;
more
less; thence southwesterly 12 rods, to a
more or
according
of
beginning,
or
less, to the point
made
by
North Surplus
survey and plan of said Andover
land is reputed to
E. McC. Macy, in 1906. Said described
hundred
four
contains
and
be owned by Charles Chase
twenty-three acres, more or less
a lot of
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of, being
and deland in the west part of said aurplua bounded
corner
northwest
the
at
aeribed as follows: Beginning
thence easterly
of land said to be owned by H. W. Dunn:
acroas the
land
Dunn'a
said
of
line
north
along the
branch of the
Andover and Upton road and the weat northwest
cor400 rods, more or less, to the
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Rev. I. W. Williamson, Huutington,
W. Va., writes: "This is to certify that
I used Foley's Kidney Remedy for nervous exhaustion and kidney trouble and
am free to say that It will do all that you
claim for it." Foley's Kidney Remedy
has restored health and strength to
thousands of weak, run down people.
RTE MUFFINS.
Contains no harmful drags and is pleasOne pint of milk, two eggs, two cups ant to take.
F. À. Shurtleff & Co.
part
of flour, one cup of rye meal, small piece
the
tearemarked
self-important
of butter, one-half cup sugar, two
"I, sir,"
with
statesman, "was never
spoons baking powder.
a proposition of graft in my life."
PBUNE PIE.
"That fact," answered Senator SorCook prunes till tender enough to pick Hhum, "may be a recognition of your
one
for
then
take
pie, honesty, and then again it may be a reout stones,
enough
put in a dish with one-half cup sugar, flection on your influence."
and let warm till sugar is melted. Make
Cocaine which dulls the nerves never
a rich pie cruet and put your prunes in
The heavy
crust and put in bits of butter and yet cured Nasal Catarrh.
sprinkle a pinch or two of flour on top feeling in the forehead, the stuffed up
before putting on upper crust. When sensation and the watery discharge from
done sprinkle just a little sugar on top. eyes and nose, along with all the other
miseries attending the disease, are put to
MABLBOBOUGH PIE.
rout by Ely's Cream Balm. Smell and
Grate six apples, add one cup sugar, taste are restored, breathing is made
you
grated rind and juice of one lemon, three normal. Until you try this remedy,
tablespoons butter, three or four eggs, can form no idea of the good it will do
bake in under crust.
you. Is applied directly to the sore
Mailed by
spot. AU druggists, 50c.
UALAGAN PUDDING.
Ely Bros., 50 Warren Street, New York.
two
one
One-third cup rice,
cup sugar,
eggs, one pint milk, half a lemou, little
salt. Soak the rice over night. Beat
"I've got the finest gardens in this
the yolks of the eggs with one table- part of the country,1' boasted the newly
spoon of the sugar and grate in the lemon made millionaire. "Right in the center
rind. Add the rice ana milk. Bake one of them is the most expensive sundial in
hour. Beat the whites of the eggs stiff the world."
■and add to them the rest of the sugar;
"A sundial is all right during the day,"
then add the lemon juice; pour over the remarked a listener.
"It's useless at
three
pudding and return to the oven for
night."
cold.
minutes to brown. Eat
"Mine isn't," retorted the millionaire
proudly. "I've got mine surrounded
SILVEB CAES.
with electric lights."
One cup of sugar, one-half cup of
butter, the whites of three eggs, one-half
A CARD.
cup corn starch dissolved in nearly oneThis is to certify that all druggists are
half cup of milk, one and one-fourth
if
authorized to refund your money
cups of flour, one-half teaspoon of cream
and Tar fails to cure your
of tartar, one-fourth teaspoon of soda Foley's Honey
It stops the congh,
or cold.
and vanilla or almond flavor. Beat the cough
heals the lungs and prevents pneumonia
butter to a cream, and gradually beat in
Mix the and consumption. Contains no opiates.
the sugar. Add the flavor.
F.
The genuine is in a
flour, cream of tartar and soda together A. Shurtleff & Co. yellow package.
and sift. Beat the whites to a stiff
froth. Add the corn starch and milk to
HER WOMANLY CURIOSITY.
the beaten sugar and butter, then add
"I have put aside enough money,"
the whites of the eggs and the flour.
"to make
Mix quickly and thoroughly. Bake in a said the bachelor of fifty-two,
it sure that I shall be decently buried
moderate oven.
to
the public."
without expense
OOLD CAEE.
"Why," asked the maiden who was
One cup of sugar, one-half cup of but- verging on thirty-five, "do you think you
ter, the yolks of three eggs, and one ought to have decent burial?"
whole egg, one-half cup of milk, oneBloodine The World's Tonic is the
fourth teaspoon each of soda and cream
Free
of tartar, one and three-fourths cups of best tonic and body builder.
toflour. Mix the butter and sugar
Sample by mail (or 10c. Address, The
flavor
the
Mass.
add
Bloodine Co., Inc., Boston,
eggs, milk,
gether, and
and flour in the same order named.
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of. being lots 40. 41,
POLITELY BOUNCED.
42, 47, 48, 49, and α lot of 104 acres north of and adjoinFBUIT CAEE.
ing lot 49 and the Public Lot in said surplus, accordA good example of the extremely
ing to a survey and plan of said surplus made by E.
Three cups of sugar, four eggs, one courteous in public correspondence was
McC. Macy, In 1905. Said lots are reputed to be owned
and one-balf cups melted butter, one cup the notice sent to Charles James Fox
by the International Paper Co., and contain seven hundred fifty-eight acres, more or less
sweet milk, one and one-half cups of that he was no longer a member of the
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of, being lots 22, 23
It read
molasses, one pound each of raisins, cur- government of George III.
and 32 In said surplus, according to a survey and plan
Said
of said surplus made by E. McC. Macy, In 1905.
rants, figs and citron, running these thus: "His gracious majesty has been
are reputed to be owned by S. A. Abbott and conlots
of
one
teaspoon
to issue a new commission in
through a food grinder,
less
or
more
sixteen
pleased
acres,
tain three hundred
cloves, four teaspoons cinnamon, one which your name does not appear."
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of, being lotc 30 and
31 In said surplus, according to a survey and plan of
nutmeg grated, seven cups flour sifted
Said lots
said surplus made by E. McC. Macy, In 1905.
four times, one teaspoon soda, one-half
Many weak, nervous women have been
Bartlett and
are reputed to be owned by Mrs. C. P.
or
less
more
teaspoon salt. Bake three hours and a restored to health by Foley's Kidney
six
acres,
contains two hundred
Irregular
half, leaving oven door open first five Remedy as it stimulates the kidneys so ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of, beingof an
and adjoinMakes two
lot of land In said surplus lying easterly
and last twenty minutes.
they will eliminate the waste matter
the Moody brook, so called .and being bounded on all
ing
medium-sized loaves.
from the blood. Impurities depress the
sides by land said to be owned by the Umbagog Paper
Said lot is reputed to be owned by Charles and
Co.
nerves, causing nervous exhaustion and
BUTTEBCUP CAKE.
George Smith and contains eighty-one acres, more
other ailments. Commence to-day and
or less
Whites of three eggs, one cup of sugar,
will soon be well. Pleasant to take ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of, being a lot of
one-half on ρ of butter, one-half cup of
land in the northwesterly corner of said surplus, bounded
'. A. Shurtleff & Co.
Beginning at the northeast
and described as follows:
milk, one and one-balf cups of flour, one
of the town of Grafton; thence running southcorner
and one-half teaspoons baking powder,
THE PLACE FOR HIM.
the east line of said Grafton to the northalong
erly
a
Frost
with
one of vanilla.
frosting
west corner of the Public Lot that lies In the northProfessor—We can't do anything with
made with the yolks of the three eggs
west part of said Andover North Surplus; thence easterly
seem
or
and confectioner's sugar, and one tea- your son, Mr. Smith. He doesn't
along the north line of eaid Public Lot 160 rods, more
thence
able to master any sort of special knowllees, to the northeast corner of said Public Lot;
spoon orange extract. Always sift flour
In the same direction 84 rods, more or less;
easterly
edge.
before measuring for cake.
thence northerly 25 rods to the road leading to the
road to
Father (hopefully)—Then couldn't you
town of Upton; thence northwesterly along said
CRACEEI; TABTS.
the south Une of C. Surplus, so called; thence westerly
make him an insanity expert?
of
to
the
C.
point
said
of
line
surplus
along the south
Split common crackers in halves and
said surbeginning, according to a survey and plan of described
What will you take for that Cough you
Said
soak them in cold water, about flve
in
1905.
E.
McC.
Macy,
plus made by to be owned by the Berlin Mills Co. and
minutes. Drain water off and put one- have Bill? I don't want it, but if I had it
land is reputed
contains one hundred seventy-four acres, more or less..
third of a teaspoon of butter on center I would take Bloodine Cough Cheoker.
NORTH SURPLUS, part of .being lot 24 In
ANDOVER
said
of each half. Bake in hot oven until A 25c. bottle will cure ynu.
said surplus, according to a survey and plan of
Said lot is
of
a
teaspoon
surplus made by E. McC. Macy, In 1905, contains
nicely browned, then put
one
be owned by D. A. Marston and
to
in
reputed
of
kind
jelly)
raspberry jam (or any
"Rufus, you old loafer! Do you think
hundred fifteen acres, more or less
the center of eaoh.
it's right to leave your wife *t the wash- ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of, being an Irregular
tract of land lying in the west part of said surplus,
tub while you pass your time fishing?"
ΒΕΘΤ PENOCHIE.
bounded as described as follows: Beginning at a point
its'all right.
Mab
"Yessab,
jedge;
on
the Andover and Upton road about 375 rods southOne pound light brown sugar, one wife don' need nowatohin.' She'll
the
sho'ly
easterly from the point at which said road crosses
thence
small cup white sugar, piece of butter wnk
line of said Andover North Surplus;
north
ah
ez
ez
wax
dar."
hahb
ef
jes
225
rods,
thence
easterly
of
or
less;
more
35
rods,
a
size of walnut, half-pound
walnut·,
northerly
rods, more or less;
more or less; thence southerly 96
vanilla flavoring added just before beatthence westerly 180 rods to the east side of said Andover
a clear complexion take
desire
If
half
of
you
and
Boil
cup
butter,
sugar
ing.
and Upton road; thence northwesterly along said road to
milk until, when trying in water, it forms Foley's Orino Laxative for coustipation
fhe point of beginning, being lot 7 In said surplus,
made
will
as
it
stimulate
liver
trouble
and
according to a survey and plan of said surplus to
Finish like fudge.
a soft ball.
be
by E. McC. Macy, In 1905. Said lot is reputed
cleanse
these organs and
thoroughly
owned by Charles Chase and contains one hundred
is
which
what
everyone
The majority of the newest collars your system,
thlrty-elx acres, more or less
The needs In the spring In order to (eel well. ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of,, being lots 48. 44.
show the straight upper edge.
and 46 In said surplus, according to a survey and
45
Λ
Co.
Shurtleff
▲.
F.
taste.
not
are
good
pointa under th· un

approached

1 80
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Ellis river
86 roda,
ner of said Dunn's land; thence northwesterly
of land said to be
more or less, to the southeast corner
the
across
owned by John Gibbs, thence westerly
west branch of the
Andover and Upton road and the
corner
southeast
to
the
less,
or
more
Ellis river 400 rods,
86 roda, more
of said Glbb's lanu; thence southeasterly
to a survey
or less, to the point of beginning, according
McC.
E.
Macy, in
and plan of said surplus made by
H. Hutch1905. Said land Is reputed to be owned by H.
more
acres,
fourteen
Ins and contuins two hundred
or less
land
lot
of
a
of,
being
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part
and described
In the west part of said surplus bounded
corner of land
northwest
at
the
Beginning
as follows:
thence easterly
said to be owned by H. H. Hutchlns;
land across the
along the north line of said Hutchln's
branch of the
west
the
Andover and Upton road and
northeast corner
Ellis river 400 rods, more or less, to the
87 rods,
northwesterly
thence
of said Hutchins' land;
corner of land said to be
more or less, to the southeast
the
acrose
westerly
thence
owned by Charles Chase;
branch of the
Andover and Upton road and thetowest
southwest corthe
or
less,
more
Ellis river 400 rods,
southeasterly 8? rods,
ner of said Chase's land; thence
of beginning, according to a
more or less, to the point
made
by E. McC. Macy,
said
of
surplus
survey and plan
to be owned
Said described land Is reputed
in 1S05.
two hundred eighteen
contains
and
Gibbs
by John
acres, more or less
being a lot of land
Andover NORTH SURPLUS, part of,
bounded and described
in the west part of said surplus
line of
Beginning at a point on the south
us follows:
from the southwest
said surplus 320 rods, more or less,
south
the
along
corner of said surplus; thence easterly
Andover and Upton road
line of said surplus across the
more
400
rods,
river
Ellis
and the west branch of the
1U0 rods, more or less;
or less; thence northwesterly
Ellis
the
of
branch
west
the
thence westerly across
road 400 rods, more
river and the Andover and Upton
or less,
more
100
rods,
southeasterly
thence
or less;
a survey and plan
to the point of beginning according to
Said
in 1905.
of saiu surplus made by E. McC. Macy,
owned
by H. W. Dunn
described land Is reputed to be
more or less..
acres,
hundred
two
lifty-two
and contains
of, being a tract of
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part described
as follows:
land in said surplus bounded and
of the town of
corner
Beginning at the northwest west Une of said town of
the
south
along
thence
Byron;
to the northeast corner of
Byron 640 rods, more or less,
thence west along the
lot numbered 45 In said surplus;
48 in said surplus to the
and
47
46,
lots
of
45,
north line
north 60 rods, more
northwest corner of lot 48; thence
more or less, to the northor less; thence west 272 rods,
the north line of
west
along
east corner of lot 30; thence
corner of lot 32;
lots 30, 31 and 32 to the northwest
and 24 to the
lots
32
of
line
west
thence south on the
thence west along
north line of the town of Andover;
to the southAndover
of
town
the
of
line
the north
owned by H. \V. Dunn;
east corner of land said to be
east lines of said Dunn's
thence northerly along J.he
by H. H. Hutchlns,, land
land, land said to be ownedGibbs
and lands said to be
said to be owned by John
more or less, to the
441
rods,
Chase
owned by Charles
thence west along
northeast corner of said Chuse's land;

marob-1

that these
would have guessed
gloomy faced dignitaries could laugh?
to
The chieftain fell
shaking as with a
water. fit, his advisers doubled up with mirth
solved in one-half cup warm
and aroused tbe entire community with
Knead and treat like any other bread.
their shrieks. Wild-eyed Siamese tumbled out of the neighboring huts. WithBROWN BREAD.
half tbe village had
Three cups of corn meal and one slice in two minutes
and tbe other
of bread or cake scalded with three cups flocked into the room,
for admittance and a
of boiling water. Add one cup of mo- half was howling
of those strange beings who ate
lasses, two cups of flour, a little salt and glimpse
their rice with sugar.—Harper's Weekly.
a heaping teaspoon of saleratus dissolv
ed in another cup of hot water. Can be
Of Course.
baked or steamed in five-pound lard pail
Do you know that beautiful woman
placed in ten-pound pail almost half full over
there?"
of water. Will not need to add more
"Know her. She made a fool of me
water in steaming this way.
five years ago. Come over and I'll
MADE

MAINE.

Imitation of a light. At tbe dictation of
or less
tbe babu of Tbenganyenam I had Jotted FRYEBURG
ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lot 7 in
down a few vital words of Siamese.
the fifth range of lots and lot 7 in the sixth range of
Said lots are reputed to be owned
lots In said grant
When conversation lagged, I put this
by Allison Brown ,et al, and contain one hundred fifty
newly acquired vocabulary to the test by
acres, more or less
man
head
growl- FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lots 8 and
calling for food. Tbe
Said lots are
9 in the fifth range of lots in said grant
ed, tbe female floated in once more and
of
reputed to be owned by C. S. Edwards and contain two
wash-tub
small
a
feet
our
placed at
hundred ten acres, more or less
boiled rice.
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lot 1 In
the sixth range of lots In said grant, reputed to be
Now this Oriental staff of life is not
owned:
North half, W. A. FarweTl, 50 acres, more or
without its virtues, but to eat one's fill
southeast part, Artemus Mason 32 acres more or
less;
of the tasteless stuff without any "trimsouthwest
less;
part, Mrs. Ada Farwell, 18 acres, more
or less.
Total acreage one hundred fifty acres, more
mings" whatever is rather a pleasureless
or
less
and
task. I dragged out my note book
of FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lots 2 and
3 in the sixth range of lots In said grant.
Said lots
again ran my eyes down tbe list nor
Neither curry
are reputed to be owned by Ralph Bean and contain
Siamese words.
more or less
two
hundred
acres,
The
only
chicken was represented.
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lot 6 In
word that appeared to be of any value I
the sixth range of lots in said grant. Said lot is reputed
to be owned by F. B. Brooks, et αϊ, in common and ununder the circa metances was that for
divided, and contains one hundred fifty acres, more
"sugar." I bellowed it at the head
or
less
He stared open-mouthed until I FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lot 8 In
man.
Said lot is reputed
the sixth range of lots In said grant.
had repeated it several times.
to be owned by Henry F. Stiles and contains one hundred
"Sugar?" he echoed, with an inflecfifty acres, more or less
and
astoniebment.
tion of interrogation
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lot 1 in
Said lot is
the seventh range of lots in said grant
"Yes, sugar!" I cricd, sprinkling an
tbe
rice.
reputed to be owned by Fred Edwards and contains
over
bandful
imaginary
or
less
more
eighty-eight acres,
The councillors gazed at one another I FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, pfrt of.
being lot 3 in
Said lot Is
with wondering eyes, and the word
the seventh range of lots in said grant
I
to be owned by Deforest Connor and contains
reputed
to
from
mouth
mouth—"Sugar?"
passed
one hundred acres, more or less
"Sure, sugar!" cried James, caking up FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lot 4 in
the refrain.
the seventh range of lots in said grant reputed to be
owned: North half, Deforest Connor; southeast quarter,
A man rose slowly to his feet,
Charles Valentine; southwest quarter, J. W. Bennett
before
ed across to us, and, squatting
Total acreage one hundred acres, -more or less
the dish, began to run hie bony fingers FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lot 5 in
the seventh range of lots In said grant, reputed to be
the
rice.
through
owned: Northeast corner, Allison Brown, 15 acres, more
"Sugar?" he queried, peering into our
or
less; northwest corner. Deforest Connor 15 acres,
faces. "No! no!" He took a pinch of
more or less; south part, Elmer Stowell 70 acres, more
or less.
Total acreage one hundred fifty acres, more
the food between his fingers, put it into I
or less
his mouth, and munched it slowly and FRYEBURY ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lot β in
the seventh range of lots in said grant, reputed to be
quizzically. Then he shook his head
East
half, Elmer Stowell; west half, Mrs.
vigorously and spat the mouthful out on I owned:
Total acreage one hundred acres,
Lucinda E. Bean.
tbe fl oor.
more or less
"No! no! Sugar no!" be cried.
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of .being lot 9 in
the seventh range of lots; lots 5, 6, and 7 in the aighth
"Of course there's no sugar!" shouted
range of lots; lots 1, 2, 3 and 4 In the ninth range of
James, "That's why we are making a I lots, all in said grant. Said lots are reputed to be
bloody holler. Sugar, you thick-beaded I owned by Hastings Brothers, in common and undivided,
hundred twenty-one acres, more
and contain seven
mummy!'1
less
or
The official taster retired to hia place;
FRYEBURG, ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lot 1 in
We the southeast corner of said grant, reputed to be owned:
a silence fell over the company.
southeast part to Pleasant River on northwest. Mrs.
continued to sbont. Suddenly a ray of
C. L Abbott 15 acres, more or less; tract west of Pleasintelligence lighted up tbe face of the
ant River to land of C. F. Brown 30 acres, more or less.
head man. Could it be because we
Total acreage flftv-flve acres, more or less
wanted sugar that we were raising such FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 2 in
Said lot Is reputed to
the southeast part of said grant.
than because we
rather
a

muddy brown sugar tbe councillors rose
gravely and grouped themselves about
rolled ue. I sprinkled half the contente of the

One cup of cooked rolled oats. Stir
into it an egg and a tablespoon of molasses.
Dissolve one-half teaspoon of
soda into three tablespoons of milk, sour
Stir and
or sweet, and add to tbe other.
add one cup of fiour. Bake in gem pans
in quite hot oven. Don't make these too

Andrew Carnegie's Greatest Rival

10^ Finer Than ANY Other

BBEAD.

OATS.

ENTIRE EQUIPMENT.

EDISON
Portland Cement

FISH.

oats, one-half cup of molasses. Pour
over this one quart of scalding hot water
and stir until ewelled, then add one
tablespoon salt, one tablespoon shortening. Stir well. After doling to blood
warmth, add enough white flour to make
the dough of ordinary consistency, adding at the same time one yeast cake dis-

MUFKIN8

THE SHOP, LOT, MACHINERY, TOOLS, STOCK, AND

W. S. Jones, Executor of A. C. Jones Estate.

VEAL

CLAM PIE.
No. 493.—Fractions.
One quart of water, one pint of long
Take one-seventh of a cabbage, twoone large spoon of butter, salt and
uintlis of an artichoke, one-sixth of a clams,
Put in a two-quart
to taste.
radish, oue-lifth of au onion and one- pepper
basir and set on the stove to come to a
-Ixth of a tomato. Arrange carefully boil. Take off and make the crust, one
and another vegetable will be propint of flour, two teaspoons baking
duced.
powder, one large spoon of lard (more if
wanted very short); roll the samTe as pie
No. 494.—Enigma.
crust. Put over the top of your pan
Ono of the instruments by which—
while the clams are hot and slit a place
So runs tho Bible story old—
in the middle of the crust for the steam
last
of
king
death
Babylon's
The
to escape and bake in a hot oven. Never
In striking manner was foretold.
mind if the crust does lie in tbe gravy.
It will come out all right.
A measure also used by those
Who look too often In the cup.
Although declared by far too small

STATE

η ία.

Recipes.

leaves in a kettle. Boil fifteen minutoa.
Strain and put the liquor on to boil
again, and when boiling add tbe pieces
of fish and cook until done. Thicken one
cup of tbe boiling liquor with one tablespoon of flour and butter, and pour it
On the chart can be spelled twelve over the fish.
kinds of fruit. You may move in any
LAMB STKW WITH VEGETABLES.
flirection and use the same letter more
Get two pounds of lamb and two
thau once, but you must not skip.
quarts of string beans, one pound of toPull tbe strings from the beans
matoes.
and cut in four piece* (long section and
No. 492.—Odd Transpositions.
meat in small
Add e to weight, transpose and make a cross section), cut the
form of obligation.
pieces, wash it first, and then put it in
Add ρ to fruit, transpose and leave a your cookiug pan, add four glasses of
daily publication.
water, and cook until it is balf donp,
Add 1 to base, transpose and have a state then
put your string beane in it and four
of this great nation.
good-sized onions cut into small pieces,
and put in. Put
Add ρ to strike, transpose and make a then cut your tomatoes
on enough hot water to cover your beans,
part of plant and tree.
Add ο to skin, transpose and 9how a and let it cook until it is well done. Ton
number next to three.
When it is cookcan salt to suit taste.
Add y to talk, transpose and leave α ves- ed
you can mix it and serve. It ie an
sel on the sea.
oriental royal food.

Lrtlïïr

Pipe, Fittings,
A good stock of Machine Screws, Bolts, Nuts, Etc.
Valves and Plumbing Supplies. Electric Power and Light. City Water.
All in running order and doing a good business in general repairing of
machine work and plumbing. Address,

Editor

BOILED

finely nickeled
and very handsome. Gives a

powerful light

Addre·»:

Clean and cut in pieces for serving.
Put one cop vinegar, one quart water,
two onions, tiie rind of balf a lemon,
one tablespoon of salt, and three bay

nearest agency.

Ragio Lamp

HoumUM'
Coluxk, Oxford Democrat, South Puts, Me.
U solicited.

STEW, OB FR1CAS8KB, OB POT Ρ IB·
Tbe end· of the rib·, the neck, and the
knuckle may be utilized in a atew. Cot
the meat—two pound·—in small pieces,
and remove all the fine bones. Cover
the meat with boiling water; ekim as it
tall and leave a path.
begins to boil; add two small onions,
two teaspoons of salt, and one saltspoon
No. 490.—Charade.
Simmer until thoroughly
of pepper.
L
tender. Cut four potatoes in halve·;
My first Is rigid, formal, cold,
soak in cold water, and parboil them five
And never pleasing to behold.
minute·; add them to the stew. Add
My second's fragrance fills the air
When summer days are bright and fair. one tablespoon of flour wet in cold water,
birth
its
had
never
has
and more seasoning if desired; and, just
My whole
Till gladsome spring's returned to earth. before serving, add one cup of cream, or,
if milk be used, add one tablespoon of
IL
butter. Remove the bones before servMy first gives expression to wonder;
ing. To make veal pot pie, add dumpMy next in some cases am I;
as in beef stew.
If intended for a
My third gives permission and hinders: lings,
fricassee, fry the veal in salt-pork fut beMy whole Is an eggcellent fry.
fore stewing, and omit the potatoes. Add
one egg to tbe liquor just before serving,
No. 491.—Fruit Dish Puzzle.
if you wish it richer.

MmHiHŒTHtAR

Dont Heat

Oorreepondenoe on topic· of lntenat to tb· ladle·

OF

% Tramp Through the Malay Jungle. I
mad· by E. MoC. Uter, In 1906.
Ρ Un of Mid aurplua
the Umbagog
said lota ar· reputed to be owned by
Tb· day was not yet done when we I
four hundred thlrty-ilx acres,
contain
and
Co.,
Paper
reaobed the oatpoet of Siato, to be plokmore or lea·
a lot of land
»d up at tbe edge of tbe jangle by a
AN DOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of, being and
Treasurer1· Office, Augusta, Kay S, IfOf.
deaeribed
in the west part of said surplus bounded
Siamese of ape-like oounteoanoe and
Upon the following townships or tracts of land In Oxford County not liable
of land
corner
and ForBeginning at the northwest east
aa follows:
:ondacted to toe bat of tbe Tillage bead to be taxed In any town, the following assessments for State, County
along the
John Gibbs; thence
owned

7 44
3 35
12 90
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